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This may
(or a maximum and a minimum) of displacement.
the
in
that
expression for
be readily understood by considering

the true electric current, kE -t- cE, the second term finally be
small fraction of the first, or the current is practically
the conduction-current only. Then E, and therefore the dis
to the space- variation ot the induc
is
comes a

placement, proportional
tion.
Owing to the tail being made up of a complicated mix
ture of infinitesimal electromagnetic waves going both ways,
we lose sight of the fundamental property ot elastic wave-pro
pagation in a dielectric, the resultant effect being propagation
by diffusion now, or very nearly so. The approximation to this
At the tips, on the
result is closest in the middle of the tail.
other hand, we still have elastic waves, but, of course, ot
insensible strength.
Now, suppose that the initial state is one ot induction only,
though still in a plane sheet. It may be regarded as the coin
cidence of two plane electromagnetic sheets ot halt the strength,
The sub
with similar inductions and opposite displacements.
sequent history may, therefore, be deduced from the preceding.
The initial induction splits into two halves, of which one moves
to the right at speed v, and the other to the left.
The history
ot the first wave as distorted by the conductance has been
given. That ot the second Wave is the same, if we allow for
the changed direction of motion and sense of the displacement.
So we have only to superpose the two systems to show how an
initial distribution of induction in a plane sheet splits and
spreads, and the accompanying electric displacement. We
have two equal heads, separating trom one another at speed 2v,
whilst the two tails unite to

make

a

stouter kind of tail

(referring to the induction) joining the two heads. This tail
is always thickest in the middle.
In fact, the distributions of
induction and displacement are symmetrical with respect to
the initial position from the first moment. In the final state
that is tended to, when the tails have vanished, the induction
is distributed in the same way as in the former case, in
spite
of the remarkable difference in the initial phenomena.
If, again, the initial state is one of displacement alone in a
plane sheet, this generates two oppositely-travelling electro

magnetic

waves

inductions

are

in which the

opposite.

displacements are similar and the
The result is therefore to be got
by
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combining the previous solution
tion and displacement moving to
ot

negative

induction and
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tor

a wave of
positive induc
right, with a similar wave
positive displacement moving to the

the

left.
Whatever be the

magnitude of the conductivity, if finite, the
during the conversion ot elastic waves
to diffusion waves, and they may be represented by the same dia
grams, it suitably altered in the relative scale of ordinates and
abscissse.
But by increasing the conductivity from the small
value which makes the above-described process take place over
same

a

phenomena

occur

considerable interval ot time, we make it
only ; and when we come to what

interval

occur

in

a

small

usually con
good conductors, viz., metals, then the interval of time
is so small that we may say practically that the heads vanish
almost at once, and before the propagation has proceeded any
The rest ot the story is the spreading by
notable distp.nce.
Thus we have an important practical
diffusion or mixture.
distinction between the very good and the very bad conductor,
In the
as regards the manner of propagation of induction.
former the electric displacement is of no account hardly,
except perhaps tor very short waves, and the practical theory
At the other extreme are perfect
is tho theory ot diffusion.
in
the
which
non-conductors,
propagation is entirely by elastic
are

sidered

ture of the two

trom

one

elastic
the

we have, in bad conductors, a mix
kinds, though with a continuous transition

Between the two

waves.

The mathematical treatment of
The next in order ot difficulty are

kind to the other.

waves

is the easiest.

of pure diffusion, by the ordinary Fourier mathe
The most troublesome are the intermediate forms of

waves

matics.

analytical results are best got by
general nature of the results
generalised
numerical calculations,
may be obtained approximately by easy
with diagrammatical assistance. This is explainable without
difficulty, and may be entered upon later on, when we come to
detailed problems.
In the above the conductivity has been electric only, and

changing type, and

we

the full

calculus.

a

have

seen

But the

that there is

a

great difference between its effects

which arises from the
on the electric and on the magnetic flux,
and persistence of the latter, and the nega
reflection
positive
The correstive reflection and subsidence of the former flux.
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conductor may be readily
transformations, and exhibit analogous
by
differences. Thus, starting with a pure plane wave sheet
moving to the right, it is now the displacement that is con
effects in

ponding
deduced

a

magnetic

the proper

served and divided between the head and tail, being initially all
in the head, and finally all in the tail.
On the other hand, the
induction is

negative

in the tail at first and until the attenua

tion of the head is considerable.

After

of

this, the region

tive induction extends from the head into the tail.

posi

As time

goes on, and the head disappears, we have negative induction
in one halt and positive in the other (forward) half, whilst the

displacement

is

positive

in the middle.

all

along it,

with its maximum

In the final state ot diffusion

nearly

have symmetry
of the wave, and the induc
we

with respect to the initial position
tion is proportional to the space-variation ot the
The second term of the

magnetic

current

displacement.
is then

gR + pS,

a

small fraction of the first term.

Now,

in the medium with

duplex conductivity

we

the distortionless condition for the standard state.
obtains there is no tailing, although the head

must take

When this

(displacement and
together) attenuates according to the time-factor £-*«/".
But if tho electric conductivity be in excess
(that is, greater than
is required to make k/c g/p) there is
tailing of the kind de
scribed as due to electric conductivity, with the induction
posi
induction

=

tive and the

displacement negative in the tail at first. And if
magnetic conductivity is in excess, the tailing is of the
other kind, with positive displacement and
negative induction
the

at first.

But ot

both the fluxes
as

course

now

the details

attenuate to

are

zero

in the head.

in

not the same,

time,

because

in the tail

as

well

Application to Waves along Straight Wires.

§

199. We must

now

endeavour to give

the

tailing

one

another, yet they need

of

waves

when

they

run

a

general idea of

along conducting

wires in
co-ordination with the previous. In the first
place, observe
that although the lines of electrio and
magnetic force in a pure
electromagnetic sheet in ether must be always perpendicular to

elementary parts.

On the

not be

straight lines, except in their
contrary, we may have an infinite

THEORY
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ot distributions ot the electric and
curved lines in sheets which shall behave

variety

magnetic fluxes in
electromagnetio

as

Keeping to plane sheets, we may take any distribution
displacement in a sheet that we please, and make it an
electromagnetic wave by introducing the appropriate distribu
waves.

of

tion of

induction,

also in the sheet.

the ether

through
according to the
move

If left to itself it will

way or the other at speed v,
directions of the fluxes.
It should be noted,
one

that the fluxes should have circuital distributions.
For if not, and there is electrification or its magnetic analogue,
they, too, should be moved through the ether so as to exactly

however,

keep up with the wave. It the electrification does not move
thus, we have a changed state of things. But there is a way
out of this difficulty.
Let the displacement, when it is discon
terminate upon infinitely-conducting lines, or surfaces
cylinders, according to circumstances. The interference
produced by holding back the electrification will then be done
It is sufficient for explicitness to take a single
away with.

tinuous,
ot

definite

case.

displacement in a plane electromagnetic sheet ter
perpendicularly upon a pair ot perfectly-conducting
cylindrical tubes placed parallel to one another. One is for the
positive and the other for the negative electrification. The
Let the

minate

induction will then go between and round the tubes.
Ono
tube may enclose the other, but, preferably, we shall suppose
this is not the case, so that our arrangement resembles a pair
of

parallel

wires.

Now the

wave

will

run

through

the ether

in the normal manner, without distortion or change ot type,
and will carry the electrification (on the conductors) along

with it.

Similarly

if the tubes be

tion terminates

magnetic conductors,
perpendicularly upon them, whilst

ment goes between and round them.

of the

propagation

of the

wave

So

if the induc

the

displace

far, then, the theory

is unaltered.

greatly extended. The medium
property
through which the wave is moving may be
The theory is then identical
made electrically conducting.
distortion produced and the
the
as
with that of §198,
regards
in the process ot diffu
the
of
destruction
wave,
ending
gradual
This will be true whether the tubes are perfect electric
sion.
But this

outside the tubes

may be
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magnetic conductors, provided we have the displacement
induction in
terminating upon them in the first case and the

or

the second.
it the medium is

Again,

with the

still holds

good,
nating the fluxes.
with persistence

But

magnetically conductive, the theory
reservations as regards termi

same

now

of the

the distortion is ot the other kind,
and subsidence of the

displacement

induction.
is still true when the medium is

Finally, the theory

a

duplex

electric

or mag
conductor, whilst the tubes are either perfect
The distortion is now
netic conductors, according to choice.
of the electric or ot the magnetic kind, according as k/c is

greater

less. than

or

But not

propagation along

sent

the

g/p.

of these

one

case

ot finite electric

cases

is

what

quite

want to repre

we

is

real wires.

The nearest

conductivity

in the medium combined

approach

It we make
electrio conductance ot the tubes.
their conductance be imperfect, we then come close to the real
problem. Now when we do this, th? theory, when done pre
with

perfect

cisely,
the

becomes

waves

excessively difficult,

tor two

in the ether outside the tubes

reasons.

are no

First,

longer plane ;

and next, the penetration of the disturbances into the sub
stance ot the tubes in time by means of cylindrical waves has
to be

allowed tor.

when solid wires

The latter
in

is, ot

course,

more

necessary

A

practical working theory
is seemingly impossible of attainment by strictly adhering to the
actual conditions.
But one is possible by taking advantage of
the fact that the waves in the ether are very nearly plane under
ordinary circumstances. Ot this we may assure ourselves
by considering that the tangential component ot the electric
are

force at the surface ot

depends)

is

usually

ponent ot the
to treat the

same

waves

question.

a

wire

(upon

which the

penetration

very small fraction of the normal com
out.side it. The practical course, then, is

a

in the dielectric

as

it

they

were

quite plane.

This does not prevent our allowing tor the distorting effect of
the resistance ot the wires. It has the effect of
making our

solutions approximate instead of complete. But the important
thing is to have a theory that, whilst sufficiently accurate, is
practically workable, and harmonises with more rudimentarv
theories. This is precisely what we do get, as done
me in

by

THEORY
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The

theory is brought to such a form that we may
in several ways, according as circumstances allow ub
this or that influence.
We may, for example, treat
the wires as mere resistances
(constant), and this is quite suffi
cient in a variety of applications. Or,
using the same equations
employ it
to ignore

with more general meanings attached to the
symbols, we may
find the effects due to the imperfect
penetration of the mag
netic induction and electric current into the wires when sub

jected

to

varying forces

harmonically

at

their

boundaries,

either

simple

otherwise. Furthermore, the theory is in such
a form that it admits
readily and without change ot the intro
duction ot terminal or intermediate conditions of the kind that
occur in
practice, whose effects are brought in according to the
usual

or

equations

of

voltage

and

current in

arrangements of

apparatus.
What

we are

immediately

concerned with

here, however,

is

the connection between this

theory and the general theory of
waves in a medium of
duplex conductivity. When the tubes
are so thin that
penetration is practically instantaneous (for
the wave-length concerned), a constant ratio is fixed (assisted
by Ohm's law) between the intensities ot magnetic and of tan
gential electric force at the boundary of the tube, where it
And when we incorporate this result in
meets the dielectric.
the second circuital law applied to any section ot the circuit
formed by the parallel tubes, we find that the result is to turn
it to the form expressing the existence of magnetic conductivity
in the outer

medium, without

resistance in the wires.

the resistance ot the wires has the
and

same

That

is,

effect in

distorting
fictitious magnetic

dissipating the waves outside as the
conductivity in the medium generally. This is true in the
first and most important approximation to the complete theory.
It is a point that is not altogether easy to understand, because
the magnetic conductivity is fictitious, whereas the resistance
is real.
This, however, may be noted, that the theory of
propagation ot plane waves in a medium ot duplex conduc
tivity bounded by perfect conductors for slipping purposes,
professes to be a precise theory, whereas the other, although
concerning the same problem in most respects, professes to be
is con
only approximate so far as the influence of the wires
cerned.
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Transformation of Variables from Electric and
Force to Voltage and Gaussage.

Magnetic

§ 200. In the consideration ot the transmission of waves
along wires, especially, of course, in practical calculations, it is
the line-integrals of the electric and
variables rather than these forces them
selves. This transformation ot variables involves other neces
old
sary transformations, and the connection between the
more

convenient to

magnetic

forces

employ

as

quantities, suitable for waves in general, and the new,, should
thoroughly understood, it something more than a super
ficial knowledge ot the subject be desired.
Thus, commencing with a circuit consisting of a pair of
parallel straight conducting tubes, ot no resistance in the first
place, take tor reference any plane which crosses the tubes per
pendicularly. It is the plane ot the wave at the place, and the
lines ot electric and magnetic force lie iu it, the former starting
trom one (the positive) and ending upon the other (the negative)
tube, the latter passing between and round them. These lines
always cross one another perpendicularly, but their distribution
in the plane may be varied by changing the size and form ot
section of the tubes by the plane and the distance of separation.
Now there is no axial magnetic induction
that is, induction
parallel to the tubes. Nor is there any tangential component
of electric force on the surface of the tubes.
It follows, bythe
second circuital law, that the line-integral of the electric force
from one tube to the other is the same by any path in the
reference plane.
It is not the same by any path with the
same terminations it we
depart from the reference plane, but
that is not yet in question.
Call this constant line-integral V.
It is the transverse voltage.
In another form, we
may say
that the circuitation of the electric force in the reference
plane
be

—

is

zero.

Next consider the
zero

in the reference

is not

is finite.

tubes,

force.

the

Its circuitation is also
one tube or the other

embraced, becauso there

is no axial electric current in
tube is embraced the circuitation
Call this quantity C.
It is "the current" in the

the dielectric.

for

magnetic

plane, provided

But when

a

or, at any rate, is the measure
tube and negative for the other.

one

thereof,

and is

These two

positive
quantities.
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and the current, are the new
as E and H themselves in a
under the circumstances.

given part ot the reference plane
Next, as regards the fluxes, displacement and induction. Intro
duce a second reference plane parallel to the first and at unit
distance in advance of it along the tubes. Anywhere between
the planes we have D cE, where E and D
vary according to
position. Now, as we substitute the complete voltage for E,
so we should substitute the
complete displacement tor D. The
complete displacement is the whole amount leaving the posi
tive and ending upon the negative tube, between the reference
planes. That is, it is the "charge" per unit length of the
tubes, say Q. As D is a constant multiple of E, so is Q a con
stant multiple of V.
Say Q SV. This S is the permittance
of the dielectric, per unit length axially.
It is proportional to
c, tho permittivity, but ot course involves the geometrical data
(brought in by the tubes) as well.
Similarly, we have B pR everywhere between the reference
planes, H and B varying from place to place. But if we sub
=

=

=

complete circuitation of H, we should also substi
complete integral of B. This means the total flux of
induction passing between and round the tubes, between the
Call it P. It is the magnetic momentum
reference planes.
per unit length axially. As B is a constant multiple ot H, so is
Thus P LC, where L is the
P a constant multiple ot C.
inductance per unit length axially.
This L varies as the induc
tivity p, and involves the geometrical data.
In virtue of the relation p,cv^
1, the inductance and permit
tance are reciprocally related.
Thus, LSu^ 1. Since v is con
stant, it might appear that the inductance was merely the
reciprocal ot the permittance, or the elastance, with a constant
multiplier, only to be changed when the dielectric is changed.
stitute the
tute the

=

=

=

But there is much
ideas and effects
tance.

Inductance

permittance
yielding.

and

in it than this.
Different physical
conditioned by inductance and permit
aud inductivity involve inertia, whilst

more

are

permittivity

Observe that P and

Q

are

involve

compliancy

analogous, being

or

elastic

the total mag

netic and electric fluxes, whilst V and C are also analogous, the
voltage aud gaussage respectively. So the ratios L and S are
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of their

quantitative

recinro-

cality. They are both made up similarly to conductance, only
in the case of permittance it is reckoned across the dielectric
from tube to tube, and in the case of inductance round and be
tween the tubes

—

that

is,

the

magnetic

circuit is

closed, and

other ways of setting
There
the electric circuit unclosed.
out the connections, but the above way brings out the analogies
between the electrio and magnetic sides in a complete manner.
The quantity C may be quite differently regarded when the
magnetic field penetrates into the substance ot a tube (then to
are

conductance), viz., aa the total flux of conduction
sometimes ot displacement current as well, in a
current,
tube. But the above method is independent ot the penetration,
holding good whether there is penetration or not, saving small
The mag
corrections due to the waves not being quite plane.
be of finite

or

rimental electrical

the gaussage, is also the nearest to expe
knowledge. The other view is darker,

because

really

netic view of

is

going

we

C,

as

cannot

on

inferential in

there,
a

or

go inside metals and observe what
the forces in action.
They must be

greater degree than the external actions.

The electric energy per unit volume being JED or ^cE'',
when this is summed up throughout the whole slice ot the
medium contained between the reference planes at unit dis
tance

apart,

we

obtain the

amount

|VQ

or

JSV^,

which is

therefore the electric energy per unit ot length axially.
Similarly, the magnetic energy density JHB or ^pli.^, when

summed up
The reader

throughout the slice, amounts to JCP or |LC^.
should, in all these transformations, compare the
transformed expressions with the original, and note the proper
correspondences. It is all in rational units, of course, to avoid
that unmitigated nuisance, the 47r factor of the present B.A.
units.

The density of the flux of energy, which is the vector pro
duct of E and H in general, is of amount simply EH when
the forces are perpendicular, as at present.
When this is
summed up over the reference plane, the result is VC, the pro
duct of the voltage and current.
The flux of energy is parallel
to the guiding tubes, and EH is the amount for a tube in

the dielectric of unit section, whilst VC is the total flux of
energy.
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the same, H

=

cdE,

pure electromagnetic wave, becomes converted
to V
L«C, or C SiiV. We see that hv is ot the dimensions ot
electric resistance, and Sv ot electric conductance. Similarly,
=

a

=

because V and C

are

the

line-integrals

of E and

H,

we see

that

pv is of the dimensions ot resistance, and cv of conductance.
The activity product VC is what engineers have a good deal to

do with,

now

that

"

electrical

energy," or energy

which has been

conveyed by electromagnetic means, is a marketable commodity.
However mysterious energy (and its flux) may be in some ot its
theoretical aspects, there must be something in it, because it is
convertible into dollars, the ultimate official measure of value. -"-

Transformation of the Circuital Equations to the Forms
involving Voltage and Gaussage.

§

201.

have

no

Now, still under the limitation that the guiding tubes
resistance, and that the dielectric has no conductance,

consider the
are, in

special
general,

forms assumed

by the

curiH=cB,
-ouriE

Now, in applying these

to

=

circuital laws. These

......

/xH

(1)
(2)

plane waves, we may observe
and their time-variations are in

our

beginning that E and H
reference plane, and have

at the

no axial
components. So the
"
"
in
the
curl are such as
concerned
variations
operator
only
Let x be distance
occur axially, or parallel to the guides, t

the

along them,

then the circuital laws become

-^=cE,

(3)

-^=/^H,

(4)

dx

dx

*

See the Presidential Address to the Institution of Electrical

Engineers,

January 26, 1893.
t That is, curl reduces from -Vv, where V is iVi -I- J Vs -1- ^Va in general,
to use the tensors E and H,
Vlv simply. It is now more convenient
in (3) and (4), ignoring their vectorial relations.

to
aa
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which apply
to V and

C,

anywhere
we

in the reference

Transforming

plane.

obtain

-^

=

SV,

(5)

=

LC

(6)

dx

-^
dx

By (3)

and

(4)

we

see

that the

space-variation

ot H is the

density, and the space-variation of E the mag
netic-current density in the dielectric. By (5) and (6) we
electric-current

express the same truths for the totals concerned.
Draw a closed line in
We may see the meaning of (5) thus.
the reference

plane

on

and

embracing

the

positive guiding tube.

The circuitation ot H there is the total surface current C.

the closed line be shifted to the next reference
distance forward.

Then

plane

Let

at unit

is the amount

by which C
during the shift, and (5) tells us that it is equiva
lently represented by the time-rate ot increase of the charge on
the tube between the reference planes, or the rate of increase
of the total displacement outward. This process may be applied
-

dC/dx

decreases

to any closed line in the reference plane, provided it embraces
the tube.
When it is shitted bodily forward through unit

distance to the next reference
circuitation of

plane,

the amount

by

which the

H, that is, C, decreases from the first

to the

second

position measures the displacement current through
the strip ot the cylinder swept out by the closed line.
This
is the time-rate of increase of the charge per unit length of
the
to

tubes, and

is the total transverse current trom

one

tube

the other.
The

meaning of (6) requires

somewhat different, though
analogous,
by any line in the first
reference plane.
The line-integral ot E along it is V, the
transverse voltage.
Shift the line bodily along the tubes to
the next reference plane.
The transverse voltage becomes
Y + dY/dx, still reckoned from the positive tube to the
negative. But if we join the two starting points on the
positive tube together, and likewise the ending points on the
negative tube, we make a complete circuit, having two trans
verse sides and two axial sides.
Now reckon up the
voltage in
this circuit.
The axial portions contribute
nothing, because
elucidation.

a

Join the tubes
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the electric force is

The voltage
perpendicular to them.
required is, therefore, simply the difference in the values
ot the transverse voltage in the other two sides, or dY/dx.
By the second circuital law, it is also measured by the rate

of decrease ot induction

Whence follows

through
equation (6).

the

circuit, that is, by

-

LC.

The reader who is

acquainted with the (at present) more
treating the electromagnetic field in
terms ot the vector and scalar potentials cannot tail to be
impressed by the difference of procedure and of ideas involved.
"

classical

"

method of

In the present method we are, from first to last, in contact with
those quantities which are believed to have physical signi
ficance

(instead ot with mathematical functions ot an essentially
nature), and also with the laws connecting them
in their simplest form.
Notice that V is not the difference of
in
It
sometimes degenerates to difference ot
potential
general.
potential,, viz., in a perfectly steady state. But when the state
changes, we cannot exTpress matters in terms of an electric
indeterminate

potential.
Now, still keeping the guiding tubes perfectly conducting,
let the medium in which

ducting.

they are immersed be slightly con
density, which was cE before, now

The electric-current

becomes kE -(- cE, where the additional kE is the conductioncurrent density.
Along with this there is waste of energy at
the rate ^E'^ per unit volume.
This waste of energy may also
be regarded as a storage of energy, viz., as heat in the medium.
But

as

by the same means (reversed) which
virtually wasted, and we have no further concern

it is not recoverable

stored it, it is
with it.

We have next to consider the total waste in the slice of the
planes, in terms ot the trans

medium between the two reference

It sums up to KV^, where K is the transverse
verse voltage.
conductance ot the medium per unit length axially. This is
to the conductivity k, aud involves geometrical

proportional

as may be
way as the transverse permittance,
on considering that the
without
proof,
symbolical
readily
conduction-currrent lines and the displacement lines are simi

data in the

same

seen

larly distributed,
volta<Je.

whilst both

are

by the transverse
density ^E sums up

controlled

In tact, the conduction-current

to

KV, the complete

way
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as

verse

transverse

conduction-current, in the same
total trans

displacement density cE sums up to the
displacement SV, in terms ot the permittance
the

and

voltage.
The first circuital law

becomes

(1)

curiH

by

changed

^E-fcE,

=

(3)

for

our

plane

waves

-^

And its modified

becomes

=

/fcE +

dx

whilst in terms of the

new

(7)

....

,

che addition of the conduction current.

form

to

(8)

cE;

variables, voltage and gaussage,

have this extended form of the

-^

=

we

equation (5),

(9)

KV-I-SV.

dx

Next, let the medium become magnetically conductive as
well, no other change being made. The conduction-current
density is ^rH, and its distribution resembles that of the induc
tion itself, whilst its amount is controlled by the quantity C,
the gaussage.
therefore, be

The total magnetic-conduction current may
represented by RC, where R is the magnetic
conductance, which varies as the magnetic conductivity g, and
involves the geometrical data in the same manner as the

inductance does.

Similarly, the rate ot
conductivity is gW- per

waste of energy due to the

unit

magnetic

volume, and the total

rate ot

the slice of the medium between the two reference
planes amounts to RC correspondingly.
Finally, the effect of the magnetic conductivity is to turn
waste in

the second circuital law from the

-curl E

=

elementary

5rH-h/iH,

form

{2)

to

....

and, correspondingly, the special form (4)

for

our

plane

(10)
waves

becomes turned to

-5

=

^H-H/xH.

.....

(11)
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terms of V and

C,

_4dx

is
=

equivalent

to

RC-l-LC,

(12)

which is the proper companion to the equation (9) expressing
These equations (9) and (12) are the
the first circuital law.

practical working equations.
We have already remarked that the structure of the electric
permittance and conductance are similar. From this it follows
that the time-constant c/k is identically represented by S/K.
Similarly, the time-constant p/g is identical with L/R.
The density of the flux of energy is, with the two conduc
tivities, still represented by the vector product of E and H, and
To
therefore the total flux is still the activity product VC.
corroborate this statement, and at the same time show the
dynamical consistency ot the system, consider that it the quan
tity VC is really the flux of energy across a reference plane, the
excess of its value at one plane over that at a second plane
further on at the same moment represents the rate ot storage
of energy between the planes.
Therefore, the rate of decrease
of VC with X is the rate ot storage between two reference planes

apart.

Now,

i(VC)=

-V

at unit distance
_

'

dx^
On the

right side

use

—

-C—

dx

the circuital

(13)'
^

dx

equations (9)

and

(12), and

it becomes

V(KV-i-SV)-t-C(RC-fLC),

.

.

.

(14)

.

.

.

(15)

or, which is the same,

KV2-i-RC2-t-i(JSV2-h|LC>).
dt
By

the

previous,

second is the total

the first term is the total electric waste, the
magnetic waste, the third is the increase of

total electric energy, and the fourth is the increase of total
magnetic energy, per unit ot time, between the two reference
planes. This proves our proposition, with a reservation to be
understood concerning the circuital indeterminateness of the
There is, therefore, no indistinctness anywhere,
flux of energy.
We have now to show in what manner
nor inconsistency.
the above is affected

by

the

resistance, &o., of the guides.
00
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The Second Circuital Equation for Wires in Terms of V and
C -when Penetration is Instantaneous.

§ 202. Let the parallel conducting tubes be of finite resist
As a result, the external disturbance penetrates into
them, and a waste of energy follows. As a further result, the
ance.

external disturbance becomes modified.

This

occurs

in

a

two

By cumulative action, the nature of a wave sent
the
leads
along
may be profoundly modified as it progresses.
Besides this, there is what we may term a local modification,
fold

manner.

wave at any place is no longer strictly a plane
merely with this effect that we are now concerned.
The departure from planarity requires a considerably modified
and much more difficult theory, no longer expressible in terms
of V and C simply, in order to take it into account.
But in
the construction of a practical theory, we take advantage of the
fact that the departure from planarity is slight, to which we
have already referred towards the end of § 199. A line of elec
tric force does not now start quite perpendicularly from the
positive lead and end similarly on the negative lead. It has a
slight inclination to the perpendicular, and therefore curves out
ot the reference plane to a small extent.
In the dielectric
itself, this peculiarity is of little importance. But the slight
amount of tangentiality ot the electric force at the surface of
the leads, which is conditioned thereby, is of controlling
import
ance as regards the leads themselves, and
eventually through
them, to the waves in the dielectric, by attenuating and altering
the shape of waves (considered axially), as just referred to. We
should now consider what form is assumed by the second cir

the

whereby

It is

wave.

cuital law in terms of V and C, when we admit that there is
tangential electric force on the surface of the leads, but on the
assumption that the minor effects in the dielectric itself, which
are associated with the
presence of the tangential force, are of
insensible influence.
We may still regard V as the transverse
in the
reference

voltage

plane.

positive

to the

differ

slightly.

Whether

we

go

straight

across

trom the

negative lead, keeping in the reference plane,
or leave it
slightly in order to precisely follow a line of force in
estimating the voltage, is ot no moment, because the results
so

The

quantity C

is

subject

to

a

similar

slight
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difference, according to the way it ia reckoned. We may, per
haps, most conveniently reckon it as the circuitation ot the
magnetic force round either lead upon its surface and in the
reference plane, because this way gives the exact value of the
conduction current in the lead. But the circuitation in other
paths in the reference plane will not give precisely the same
value
we

now

also

that the

ignore

quite plane. This difference
practical theory. In truly plane waves
not

waves are

in the

wholly transverse. There
but being a minute
current, it is ignored. In short, we
the waves are planar when consider

the electric current in the dielectric is
is

now

really

an

axial

component

fraction of the transverse
have to make believe that

as

well,

propagation through the dielectric, whilst at the same
take into account the departure from planarity in
considering the influence ot the leads and what occurs in them.
ing

their

time

we

It is unfortunate to have to refer to small corrections, as it
confuses the statement ot the vitally important matters. Let
us, then, set them aside now.
Construct the second circuital equation in the manner fol
lowed in § 201, in elucidating the meaning of equation (6).
Consider a rectangle consisting ot two transverse sides in

planes at unit distance apart, beginning upon the
ending upon the negative lead, and of two axial
positive
sides of unit length upon the leads themselves. Reckon up the
voltage in this rectangle. The transverse sides give V and
Y-¥ dY/dx. The axial sides give Ei and E^ say, if Ej is the
tangential component in the direction of increasing x ot the
electric force at the boundary of the positive tube, and Eg the
The
same on the negative tube, but reckoned the other way.
is
then
complete voltage
reference

and

or

It is also

-r

+

dx

equal

to

-LC,

as

in

conductance ot the dielectric

^1 ■•■ ^2§

101.

now.)

(There

_^ Ei-l-E2-l-LC,
dx
=

is the form assumed

by

is

no

magnetic

So
....

(16)

the second circuital law.

cc2
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Observe that we have made no specification of the nature of
the leads, so that the equation possesses a high degree of
generality. As regards the first circuital law, that is unchanged,

being expressed by (5) when the dielectric is non-conductive,
and by (9) when conductive, since the minor changes alluded
to as regards V and C are not significant.
Being general, the equation (16) needs to be specialised
before it can be worked. If our electromagnetic variables are
to continue to be V and C, we require to express Ej and E^ as
functions of C. Fortunately this can be done, sometimes very
simply, and at other times in a more complicated way. To
take the simplest case, let the leads be tubes (or sheets) of so
small depth that penetration is practically instantaneous as
waves pass along them.
Then Ej is not only the boundary
tangential electric force, but is also the axial electric force
throughout the substance ot the positive tube. Similarly as
regards Ej for the negative tube. It is true that, in virtue of
the transverse electric current from tube to tube, there is also
transverse current in the tubes, and, therefore, transverse
electric force, but this is to be ignored, because it is a small
fraction of the axial.
The current density in the positive tube
is therefore axial, of strength k^E^, if k^ is the conductivity
of the material ; and the total current in the tube is
K^Ej,
where Kj is the axial conductance per unit length, or, which is
the same, Ej/Rj, if Rj is the resistance per unit length. But
this

quantity

is also the

the circuitation of the

tube.

So

we

have the

Ei

previously investigated quantity 0,

magnetic force

elementary

on

the

boundary

of the

relations

RiCi,
E2 R2C2,
(17)
observed, essentially the connections of the
=

=

.

.

.

which are, be it
electric and magnetic forces at the

boundaries, though brought
particularly simple form by the instantaneous penetration.
The second circuital equation (16) therefore takes the form
to

a

-~ =

Or, finally,
leads,

{B^ + n^G + LG

if R is the resistance per unit

(18)
length

of the two
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which is the practical equation for most purposes. Observe,
comparing it with (12), that there is an identity of form, but
with a changed meaning of the symbol R. In the
exactly stated
problem of plane waves running through a medium of duplex
conductivity bounded by perfect conductors, the quantity R
is the external magnetic conductance per unit
length axially.
In the present approximately stated problem of very nearly
plane waves running through an electrically conducting medium
bounded by resisting wires, the quantity R is the resistance of
the wires, per unit length axially.
What we have to do, there
fore, in order to turn the real problem into one relating to
strictly plane waves admitting of rigorous treatment, is to
abolish the resistance ot the leads and substitute equivalent
magnetic conductance in the dielectric medium outside. The
two materially different properties are nearly equivalent in
their effects.
Equations (13), (14), (15), still hold good, only
BC" is now to be the rate of waste in the leads, instead of in
the medium generally due to the (now suppressed) magnetic
conductance. The flux of energy is now not quite parallel to the
leads everywhere, but has a slight slant towards them.
But
The product
the usual formula gives the waste correctly.
EjHj ot the tangential electric force Ej and the magnetic force,
say H^, at the boundary of the positive lead, is the rate of
supply of energy to the lead per unit surface. Therefore, by

circuitation, the product Efi

is the rate ot

supply per unit
previous R^C^.
The equivalence of effect ot magnetic conductance externally
and ot electric resistance in the leads, is undoubtedly a some
what mysterious matter, principally because it is hard to see
(apart trom the mathematics) why it should be so. As regards
the above reasoning, however, it is essentially simple, and is a
direct application of fundamental electrical principles. It may,
therefore, cause no misgivings, except the doubt that may
present itself whether the ignored small effects in the dielectric
due to departure from planarity ot the waves are really ignorable. As a matter of fact, they are not always of insensible
effect, and plenty of problems can be made up and worked out

length axially.

This is the

same as

the

concerning tubes and wires which do not admit ot the compa
ratively simple treatment permissible when V and C are the
variables, aud the results are exceedingly curious and interest-
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ing, though quite unlike those at present in question. But
these are not practical problems, and have little bearing upon
the question of the free propagation of waves along long parallel
straight wires. They do not start as full grown plane waves
from the source of disturbance, but they very soon fit them
selves on to the wires properly, and then follow the laws of
plane waves pretty closely.
Although thin tubes for leads were specially mentioned in
connection with equation (19), yet any sort of leads will do
provided the penetration be sufficiently rapid to be instan
within the meaning of the Act." It is obviously true
taneous
for steady currents, when the inertial term disappears and R is
the steady resistance. And if the variations of current be not
sufficiently rapid to cause a sensible departure from uniformity
of distribution ot current in the conducting wires, then, of
At the same time, it
course, (19) may still be safely used.
should be mentioned that the inductance L should, under the
circumstances, be increased by a (usually) small amount due
to induction in the conductors themselves, as will be
presently
noted more closely. Furthermore, remember that no allow
ance has been made for the influence of
parallel conductors,
"

should there be any. The earth does not count it the leads be
alike and equidistant from the ground, as its influence can be
embodied in the values of L and S, the inductance and
per
mittance.
The

Second Circuital

Instantaneous.

Equation -when Penetration is Not

Resistance

Operators, and their Definite

Meaning.
203. The next question is what to do when
penetration is
instantaneous within the meaning of the Act. We should
first go back to (16), which remains
valid, and inquire whether
the tangential electric forces cannot be
expressed in terms of

§

not

the current

relation.

(or conversely)
Suppose we say

Ei

=

R"iC,

in

some

other way than

E2 R",C.

by

=

.

.

.

a

linear

(20)

Is it possible to give a definite
meaning to the symbol R" ? Is
there a definite connection between
C, regarded as a function
of the time, and
E^ or E^ also regarded in this way !
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Imagine a wire to be tree from current, and, therefore, elec
trically neutral. Now expose its boundary to tangential
electric force, beginning at a certain moment, varying in some
particular way with the time later, and then ceasing. The
result is that C, the total current in the wire, will run through
a
particular sequence ot values, and then finally cease. If we
begin again with the applied force, and make it run through
the same values in the same manner, we shall again obtain the
So far, then, the
same values of C at corresponding moments.
connection is a definite one. Moreover, if we make the applied
force run through the same values increased in a certain ratio,
the same tor all, then the current will have its previous values
increased in the
the

applied

same

force

as a

ratio.

But if

we

change

function of the time

the nature of

(irrespective

ot

size)

shall find that C is not merely changed as a function ot the
time, but also as a function ot the applied force. That is, the
we

value of

mere
neous

one

does not necessitate any particular simulta
So, if we keep to the usual sense

value ot the other.

meant when

say u =f{x), or m is a function of x, we
It is, nevertheless, true
function of E.

algebraists

cannot say that C is

a

that the march of C is

strictly

connected with that ot

E,

so

given, the former is obligatory. To
be
would
this
equivalent to the denial ot there being
deny
The full connection
definite controlling laws in operation.
between E and C, however, involves not merely their values,
that when- the latter is

but also the values of their

first, second, third, &c., differential

That is, the symbol R", taken
coefficients up to any order.
itself, is a function of the differentiator d/dt. To illustrate
a

simple example,

suppose

R"
where
This

R, L, S,

means

are

=

R4-L^-l-(Sp)-i

constants, and p stands for the differentiator.

E

or

in the

(21)

that

E={R-hLi5-l-(Si;)-iJC,

common

of C to be

by

by

=

RC-f LC-f S/C(£!;

(22)
(23)

integrals. Now imagine the march
implies that the march of C is also
that of fCdt.
Consequently the march of

notation of
This

given.
known, and likewise

....

392
E is

exphoitly
given,

citly.

That is,

that of C is

by (22)
C

given

E

It is not obvious that when the march

known.

ot E is

and
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as a

known, by the

same

operator impli

have

we

=

-

,

....

R-t-L^-^(S2j)-i'

function of the time, C is known

as a

(24)
^

function

ot the time, or it not known, can be found without ambiguity.
It is not obvious, because we do not immediately see how the
operation indicated in (24) is to be carried out, whereas, in the
ot

case

by inspection. Nevertheless, the tact
E, physically considered, conditions that of
above equation (24) not only definite, but com

it is visible

(22),

that the march of

C, makes

the

plete. In the usual treatment of the theory ot differential
equations, there is no such definiteness. Arbitrary constants
are brought in to any extent, to be afterwards
got rid of. Now
this is all very well in the general theory of differential
equations, where arbitrary constants form a part of the theory
itself, but for the practical purpose of representing and obtaining
solutions of physical problems, the use ot such arbitrary and
roundabout methods (which are too often followed, especially
by elementary writers) leads to a large amount ot unnecessary
work, tending to obscure the subject, without helping one on.
It would not, perhaps, be going too far to say that such a
misuse or inefficient application of analysis often makes rig
marole.
When

say that E R"C, where R" is the resistance
operator (so called because it reduces to the resistance in
steady states), we assert a definite connection between E and
C, so that when C is fully given as a function ot the time, and
the

we

=

operations contained in R" are performed upon it, the func
results, and similarly, when it is E that is given, then

tion E

the inverse operator (R")-i
ing upon it will produce C.
ot differentiators in

d^/dt"".
in E

=

as

the conductance

operator)

act

There may be an infinite number
p, p^, p^, and so on, where p" mean?

But there is not

R"C,

nor,

Returning
as a

R",

(or

to

a
single arbitrary constant involved
indeed, anything arbitrary.
the wires, the form of the resistance
operator.

function of p,

depends

upon the electrical and

geometrical
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It has been determined for round wires and round

plane sheets.

tubes,

We may take

-^
as
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=

(R"^-1-R"JC-I-LC,

.

.

(25)

.

the form of the second circuital law, and make the determi
operators a matter ot separate calculation.
As already mentioned, when C is steady, B"j degenerates to

nation ot the

Rj^ and B."c,

to

the

steady resistances (per unit length) of
cylinders ot any shape that may be
same time the inertial term disappears.

Rj,

the wires,

tubes, rods,

employed.

At the
C

when

Also,

account

only

This

tors.

or

varies,

the first

is, for

a

it is sometimes sufficient to take into

approximation

solid round

R'\
and

similarly

tor

=

R, + Ip,P,

This

R"2.

to the form ot the opera

wire,

(26)

.....

is the value ot the

^p^

steady

When not
inductance of the wire, p^ being its inductivity.
solid, or not round, some other expression is required. Notice
that this

brings (25)

to

the

form

elementary

(19),

because

the inductance of the wires may be included in L itself, which
then becomes the complete steady inductance (per unit length

axially), including
the value ot

that due to the dielectric and that due to
usually means only a small increase in

This

the two wires.

L, unless the wires be ot iron.

Simply Periodic Waves Easily Treated in Case of Imperfect
Penetration.

§

204. But besides the above

simplification,
in which

there is

an

ex

similar reduction

ceedingly important general
This occurs when the sources ot disturbance vary
takes place.
simple periodically with the time. Then the electric and mag
netic fluxes everywhere vary ultimately according to the same
case

law with the
the forces

tivity,

and

when this

same

are

period, provided

the relations ot the fluxes to

linear ; that is, when the

inductivity,
comes

to

conductivity, permit
one place.
Now,
equation E R"C

constants at any
both E and C in the

are

pass,

a

=

But when the sine

or
with the time.
vary simple periodically
function
is
the
same
result
the
cosine is differentiated twice,
aud with a factor introduced. Thus, if the frequency

negatived,
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n./27r,

so

{nt H- 0) may be considered to be the timeexpression for either E or C, we have the property
n^. Put, therefore p''= -n^ in the expressions for the
that sin

factor in the

d''/dt''

=

-

resistance operators, and

R"i

=

as

a

=

functions ot n\

are

once

that

They

is

a

(27)

.

therefore, con
property,

very valuable

reduce the

we

are,

.

to the

equation (25)

form

^

-

=

ax

or,

R"2 R'2-(-L'2i9,

given frequency, and this

it is clear at

simple

reduce them to

R'i-l-L'iy,

where R' and L'
stants at

we

briefly

more

(R'

and

+

R'

)

C -(-

(L -1- L'l -I- h'2)pC,

clearly,

_^ R'C-I-L'C,
dx
=

which is the

same

(28)

.

as

(19),

....

valid when the

(29)

penetration

is in

stantaneous, but with different values ot the constants involved.
The

steady resistance R is replaced by R', the effective resist
(of both tubes per unit length) at the given frequency,
and L the steady inductance (inclusive of the parts due to the
wires) by L', the effective inductance.
Owing to the reduction of the second circuital equation to
the primitive form, we are enabled to express the propagation
ot simply periodic waves along wires by the same formulse,
whether there be or be not imperfect penetration.
We simply
employ changed values of the constants, resistance and induct
ance, which may be independently calculated, or left to the
ance

imagination,
when it

should the calculation be

impracticable. This is,
making extensions of

theory.

be effected, the best way of
Do the work in such a way that

with the

more

can

rudimentary results,

and

harmony is produced
that they will work

so

and the new appear as natural extensions of th»
An appearance of far greater originality may, indeed, be
produced by ignoring the form of the elementary results, but
the results would be cumbrous, hard to understand, and un

together well,
old.

practical.
The effect of

degree

increasing

ia to first lessen the

the

frequency

trom

zero

penetration, and end

in

a

high

mere

skin

to
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penetration.

Consequently, the quantity L', the effective in
goes from the full steady value L -f- L', ^- L'^, and
finishes at L simply, the inductance of the dielectric. But the
difference need not be great.
In the case of suspended copper

ductance,

wires the inductance ot the dielectric is far larger
than the rest, so that there is no important variation in the
value of the inductance possible, nor would there be were the

telephone

frequency increased up to that of Hertzian vibrations. But as
regards the effective resistance, the case is different. As the
distribution of current in a wire changes trom that appropriate
to the steady state, the resistance increases, and the increase is
not always a negligible matter.
If long-distance telephony
were carried on along iron wires it would be a
very important
But the Americans, who were the introducers of long
effect.
distance telephony, soon found that iron would not do, and that
The reason ot the failure is mainly the largely
copper would.
In copper, on the other hand, it
insensible effect at the lower limit ot telephonic frequency

increased resistance ot iron.
is

an

of current waves, with the size of wire employed, and is not
very important at a frequency three or four times as great.

hand, in the numerous experiments with very
vibrations ot recent years, due to Hertz, Lodge, Tesla,
and many others, the increased resistance due to imperfect
penetration becomes a very important matter, and is one ot the
On the other

rapid

controlling

factors that should be

Long Waves and Short Waves.

constantly

borne in mind.

Identity of Speed of Free

and Guided Waves.

§ 205. By replacing fictitious magnetic conductance of the
medium outside the pair of leads by real electric resistance ot
the leads themselves, we have obtained the same results as

propagation ot waves, subject to certain reserva
referring to the practical applicability of the theory. It
is worth while noticing, in passing, a certain peculiarity show
ing roughly when we may expect the theory to be admissible,

regards

the

tions

and when it should fail.

We know that in the transmission of

along perfectly conductive leads the waves are con
tinuously distorted if the medium be electrically conductive.
Also, that by introducing magnetic conductivity into the
waves
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we may reduce this distortion, and ultimately abolish
it when the magnetic conductivity reaches a certain value.
Now observe here that the correcting influence of the magnetic

medium

conductivity is exerted precisely where it is required, namely,
body of the wave itself. The wave is acted upon in
so that
every part by two counteracting distorting influences,
the correction is performed exactly ; in other words, we obtain
an exact
theory ot distortionless transmission.
But, on the other hand, when we employ the resistance of
the leads to perform the same functions, the correcting in
fluence is not exerted uniformly throughout the body of the
wave, but outside the wave altogether ; at its lateral boun
in the

Nevertheless, tor reasons before stated, we still
as if they preserved their planarity under the
influence of the resisting leads. Whilst, therefore, we fully
recognise and employ the finite speed of propagation of disturb
ances axially, or parallel to the leads, we virtually assume that
the correcting influence ot the leads is transmitted laterally
outwards instantaneously. We may, therefore, perceive that
the wave-length is a matter of importance in determining the
daries,

in tact.

treat the

waves

practical theory. It is ot no moment what
theory employing magnetic conductance ; but,
when we remove this property from the medium generally, and
(virtually) concentrate it at the leads, we should at the same
time keep the wave-length a considerable multiple of the dis
tance between the leads it the practical theory is to be
applic
able. To see this, it is sufficient to imagine the case ot waves
whose length is only a small fraction of the distance between
the leads, when it is clear that their correcting influence could
no
longer be assumed to be exerted laterally and instantaneously
as if the small
portion of the leads between two close reference
planes belonged to and was associated solely with the slice of
the medium between the same planes.
applicability
ever

of the

in the exact

We have referred in the above to the action of the resistance
as a
correcting one, neutralising the distortion due
to another cause. But the same
reasoning is applicable when the
of the leads

action is not ot this nature.

Thus, when the external medium
non-conductive, and the leads are non-resistive, we have
perfect transmission. Making the leads resistive therefore now
is

brings

on

distortion.

We may

now

say that in order that this
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in the

same

way

as
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under the influence

of

magnetic conductivity in the external medium, the wave
length should not be too small, as specified above. The prac
tical theory is therefore the theory ot long waves, and in the
interpretation of the word long,'' some judgment may be
exercised as regards the leads and other matters, because there
is no hard and fast distinction, and what
may be a long wave
"

under

some circumstances
may be a short one under others.
To illustrate this point, imagine that we have got an inge

nious instrument

(not yet made),

tor

continuously recording
electromagnetic
non-conducting medium, say the
air at a certain place (just as we have thermometric and
barometric recorders), and that this instrument is so immensely
quick in its action as to take cognisance ot changes happen
ing in very short intervals ot time, say one thousand-millionth
of a second. Now in applying this instrument to register the
state of air traversed by electromaffuetic waves, it is clear that
the

state ot

the size of the

waves

the instrument.

a

must be considered in relation to the size of

If the instrument

were one

decimetre across,

length could as well be regarded
as ot infinite length.
But it only one metre in length, though
it could still be used, there would be no longer the same accu
racy of application. And it ot only a centimetre in length,
then it ia plain that several waves would be acting at once on
then

waves

ot

one

kilometre in

the apparatus in different parts, and the resultant effect
recorded would not represent the history of the waves by any
means.
as regards waves sent along parallel leads, it is obvious
light waves are totally out of the question, being im
mensely too short. On the other hand, telephonic waves are to
be treated as long waves very long, in fact though they are
short compared with telegraphic waves. But it is somewhat
curious that the electromagnetic waves investigated by Hertz are

Now

that

—

sometimes

so

short

as

reservational remarks,
the

generation

effect

ot

—

to come within the
or

waves

of others of

by

an

a

scope of the above
similar nature. Whether

oscillator be

considered, or their
along leads, their

their transmission

resonator,
shortness in relation to the apparatus employed may some
times vitiate the results ot approximate theories, and render
caution nec'ssary. For example, the plane-wave theory indion

a

or
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cates that the attenuation factor for

parallel
equivalent

running along

waves

distance

leads is e-'^l^'^ in the

x,

or

(-^1^ in the

This is when R and L

time ot transit *.

are con

If not, and the waves be simply periodic, then we may
use the same formula with the effective values of R and L at
the frequency concerned. But if this be true tor long waves,
we cannot expect it to continue true on shortening the waves
stants.

to the transverse distance of the

of the

ignorant

are

precise type

leads,

of the

more

waves.

especially
At the

if

best,

we
we

should not expect more than results ot a similar kind. But
not much has been done yet in the quantitative examination of
Hertzian waves, for sufficiently obvious reasons.
In one respect, however, a formerly very strange anomaly
has been cleared up satisfactorily. When Hertz opened people's

eyes and made them see the reality ot Maxwell's ether as a
medium propagating electromagnetic disturbances at the speed

light, by showing their transmission across a room and
by a metallic screen, the full acceptation of Maxwell's
theory was considerably hindered for a time by bis finding
that the speed of waves sent along wires was much less than
The discrepancy was a large one,
that of free waves.
and gave support apparently to the old view regarding
the function of wires, which made the wires the primary
of

reflection

of

seat
to

admitting the

thoroughly

And it

effects

came

to

truth of Maxwell's

outside
pass that

theory, yet

secondary, due
people, whilst
made

a

distinc

in free space and " in wires."
This was
out of harmony with Maxwell's theory, which

tion between

waves

makes out that the

guides,

and

transmission,

the wires.

wires, though ot great importance

nevertheless

as

On the other

only secondary.
hand,
Lodge found no such large de
parture from the speed ot light in his experiments. But the
matter has been explained by the discovery that an erroneous
estimate was made of the permittance of the oscillator in the
experiments which apparently showed that the speed was largely
are

it should be mentioned that

reduced.
ence

wires.
"

When

between the

corrected, there ia

speed

of

a

free

not left any notable

wave

and of

one

Of course, there is no reason why reference to
should not be dropped, unless the

in wires

differ

guided by
waves

"

gated cylindrical

waves are meant.

.

These

laterally-propa
are
secondary, and
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essential connection with the

primary waves through
fying their nature.

the external

propagation ot the
dielectric, although modi

The Guidance of Waves.

One suf
Usually Two Guides.
ficient, though -with Loss.
Possibility of Guidance
•within a Single Tube.

§

206. When

waves are

left to themselves in ether without

the presence of
selves. Even if

conductors, they expand and dissipate them
they are initially so constituted as to converge
to centres or axes, they will
subsequently expand and dissipate.
To prevent this we require conducting guides or leads.
Now
this usually involves dissipation in the leads ; but the point at
present under notice is the property ot guidance only. We
can stop the expansion in a great measure, and cause a wave
to travel along wherever we wish it to go. Practically there are
two leads, as a pair of parallel wires ; or if but one wire be
used, there is the earth, or something equivalent, to make
another. But it is still much the same, as regards guidance,
when there is but one wire, it we choose to imagine the case ot
a single
infinitely-long straight wire alone by itself in ether.
It we make it the core of a plane electromagnetio sheet, this
sheet will run along the wire just as well and in the same way
as if there were a second guide.
But the energy of such a
and
even
of
finite
sheet,
depth,
though
containing electric and
magnetic forces ot finite intensity, would be infinite. The
quantity L, the inductance per unit length of guide, is infinite
under the circumstances.

a wave

from

a

finite local

We could not, therefore, set up such
If we cause an impressed

source.

axially for a very short interval ot time across
guide, say in a reference plane, the result is
an
approximately spherical wave. (To be perfectly spherical,
the wire should be infinitely fine. The case is then that of a
spherical wave-sheet with conical boundaries, already referred
to, with the angle ot the cone made infinitely small.) Its
centre is at the origin of the wave, and as it expands, the por
tions ot the wave-sheet nearest the wire become approximately
parallel plane waves, one going to the right, the other to the
But not being pure plane waves they are
left along the wire.
weakened as they progress, by the continuous expansion ot the
voltage

to act

any section of the
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they form a part. Nevertheless, we
have the propagation of nearly plane waves of finite energy, or
of a perfectly plane wave-sheet of infinite energy, along a single
guide.
Now, this takes place outside the conducting guide, and the
question presents itself whether we cannot transmit an electro
magnetic wave along the interior of a tube, in a manner resem
bling a beam of light ? We can certainly do so it we have a
second guide within the first tubular one, tor this does, not
differ substantially from the case of two parallel wires, each out
side the other. But it does not seem possible to do without
the inner conductor, for when it is taken away we have nothing
left upon which the tubes ot displacement can terminate inter
nally, and along which they can run. A theoretical expedient
is to carry the electrification forward at the proper speed. But
we want the process to be automatic, so to speak, hence convec
tion will not do. Again, it we make the displacement start from
one portion of an
electrically conducting tube and terminate
upon the rest, we must insulate the two portions from one
another, and then there will be a division ot the charges

spherical

wave

of whioh

between the interior and exterior, so that the result will be an
external as well as an internal wave, or rather, one wave occu

pying

both

regions.

It would appear that the only way of completely solving the
problem of the automatic transmission of plane waves within a

single

tube is

a

theoretical one,

electric conductance.

plane
the
or

wave

being

To

see

employing magnetic as well as
this, imagine any kind ot purely

transmitted in the normal

manner

through

and fix attention upon

a tube of the flux of
ether,
energy,
a beam, using optical
language. This beam cuts perpen

diculariy through the reference planes, in which the lines ot
electric and magnetic force lie, which again cross one another
perpendicularly. The shape of the section ot the beam by a
reference plane may be arbitrary. But let it be quadrilateral, and
so that it is bounded
by magnetic lines on two opposite sides,
and by electric lines on the other two.
Now let the two sides
ot the tube upon which the displacement terminates
perpen
dicularly, be electrically conductive thin sheets, and the other
two sides, upon which the induction terminates
perpendicularly,
be magnetically conductive sheets. If the conduction be
perfect,

theory

op

pi,ane
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shall not interfere with the transmission ot the beam
That is, we have solved the problem stated.

we

within the tube.

We may also notice that the external portion ot the wave is
not interfered with by the tube.
But the interposition of the

tube in the

manner

described renders the external and internal

quite independent ot one another, and either of them
be
may
suppressed.
Similarly, if the interior region be made finitely conductive,
electrically or magnetically, or both together, we can still in
vestigate the transmission of waves along it in the same way
as previously described for complete plane waves in a homo
geneous medium made conductive, and the same applies to the
external region, independently ot the internal.
Going further,
waves

we

may do away with the diffused
equivalent resistances in the

conductances, and

concen

plates bounding the tubes,
in the same way as we replace magnetic conductance of the
external medium by equivalent electric resistance ot the wires
in passing from the exact plane-wave theory to the practical
theory ot wires in terms of V and C. That is, the two plates
on which the displacement ends may be made electrically resis
tive, the resistance taking the place of the magnetic conduct
ance in the interior; whilst the other two plates should be
made magnetically resistive, if the interior electric conductance
We may then express the propagation
is also to be abolished.
ot waves in the tube in a manner resembling the practical
theory ot wires, though it will no longer be an exact theory.
Nor will the interior and exterior regions be quite independent
of one another now that the tube is only finitely conductive.

trate

Interpretation of Intermediate

or

Terminal

Conditions in

the Exact Theory.

§

207.

these somewhat abstruse considerations, re
practical theory concerning wires and its connection

Leaving

turn to the

theory involving magnetic conductance. In
the working
practical theory (which is not yet, how
ot
official
the
representatives ot practice, though
ever,
theory
the
they are decidedly getting on) we have often to consider
with the exact

out ot the

effects due to intermediate insertions of resistance in the circuit
ot the leads, or ot shunts across them, and other modifications.
DD
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question

exact

theory

now

ch. iv.

is, what do these insertions represent in the

1

Consider first a pair of parallel leads of no resistance. This
will admit of the application ot the exact theory, provided there
be either
ductive

leakage
electrically.
no

resistance,

we

substituting

or

the external medium be uniformly con
we know that when the leads have

Now

make the transformation to the exact theory by
magnetic conductivity ot the external

uniform

medium ot the proper amount.
Plainly, then, if we insert an
electrical resistance in a lump in the circuit of the leads at any
place, we should, in the exact theory, transfer it equivalently

magnetic conductance) to the whole of the corre
plane. That is to say, we must make the
reference plane (outside the leads) uniformly conductive mag
netically, BO that the total magnetic conductance ot the equi
valent plate inserted equals the electric resistance which it
replaces. We may then investigate the action ot the plate on
the waves traversing it in the manner described in a previous
paragraph (§ 193 and after).
Similarly, the effect ot an electrically conducting bridge
across the circuit is equivalent to that of an
electrically con
ducting plate at the reference plane. Their conductances are
here not only equal, but of the same kind.
We merely re
arrange the leakage conductance so that it shall act uniformly,
to suit plane waves.
Thus, a terminal short-circuit should be replaced by a
terminal perfectly conductive plate, reflecting H positively and
E negatively, or with reversal of sign ; or, which is the same,
C positively aud V negatively. This maintains E and V per
manently zero at the short-circuit, unless there be impressed
force there. And a terminal disconnection may be represented,
in the exact theory, by a terminal perfectly
magnetically con
ductive plate, reflecting E positively and H
negatively, or V
positively and C negatively, thus maintaining C permanently

(changed
sponding

zero at

to

reference

the disconnection.

A somewhat different kind of transformation is
required in
connection with impressed forces.
Suppose, for instance, we
insert

impressed voltage in the circuit ot the leads at a given
plane. How is it to be equivalently transferred to
whole plane, or to that part of it outside the
leads, so that
an

reference

the
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it may generate plane waves ot the precise type
belonging to
the given leads 1 This is by no means so easy to follow
up as
the previous plate substitutions ; but the following
may suffi
ciently describe the essence ot the transformation. First, when

the

generation

ot disturbances is

concerned,

it is not

impressed

electric force e, but its curl, that is effective.
We must theretore find the curl ot the given impressed force. It the latter
is halt in each wire, acting opposite ways, and uniform across
their sections by the reference plane, then the curl of e,
say f, is situated on the boundaries ot the wires, and encloses
them. Having ascertained the integral amount ot f, it must
be transferred to the whole reference plane outside the wires.
Then the

question arises how to distribute it properly. To
this, it may be mentioned that when a distribution of
f starts into action, the first effect is to generate induction
following the lines ot f. This will be made clear later. If,
therefore, we distribute the lines of f over the reference plane
answer

in such
the

way as to
magnetic lines in

cores,

a

exactly copy the natural distribution of
plane waves having the given leads for

shall obtain what

we

distributed
the spot.

as

to

we

generate plane

want, viz., the

waves

of the

sources

so

required type

on

By means of the above and similar devices, most telephonic
telegraphic problems may be converted to problems in an
But we must always be careful to
exact plane-wave theory.
a
between
distinguish
theory and the application thereof. The
advantage ot a precise theory is its definiteness. If it be dyna
mically sound, we may elaborate it as far as we please, and be
always in contact with a possible state of things. But in
making applications it is another matter. It requires the
exercise of judgment and knowledge ot things as they are, to
be able to decide whether this or that influence is negligible or
and

paramount.
The

Spreading of Charge and Current in

a

long Circuit, and

their Attenuation.

§

occur

tions

ot the

principles already
practice, or whioh may
in later practice, would lead us into technical complica
which would be out ot place in the present stage of

208.

discussed

The detailed

to

application

the data which

occur

in

D D

2
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of this work.
Only a few general considerations
be taken up here in connection with the theory of plane
waves.
We have seen that there are tour distinct quantities
which fundamentally control the propagation of "signals "or

development
can

circuit, symbolised by R, K, L, and S,
conductance, inductance, and per
resistance,
mittance ; whilst there are two distinct variables, the transverse

disturbances

along

the

a

external

voltage

V and the circuital gaussage

C,

or

the difference of

potential (in an extended sense) of the leads in a reference
plane, and the ourrent in the leads. The words voltage and
gaussage were proposed in § 27 to represent electromotive force
and magnetomotive force, and have been employed experi
mentally to see how they would work. They work very well
for theoretical purposes, but I observe that they are not
generally or universally approved ot, perhaps on account of
the termination

"

age," or because of the commencements volt
and gauss being unitary names. It is open, ot course, to any
one to find names which shall be more suitable or meet with
general approval.
But I stick to inductance.

Of all the words which I have

proposed, that one seems to me to be, more than any other
except impedance and conductance, the right word iu the right
place, and I am bound to think it possible that some of those
who prefer the old
coefficient of self-induction," do not
fully
the
vital
ot inductance in a
significance
appreciate
theory of
"

intermediate action of

a medium.
The idea of the direct
mutual action ot current-elements upon one another is
played
out.
And as regards the name of the practical unit of induct

ance, I think the best name is mac, in honour of the
knew something about self-induction, ot course.

man

Many

names

have been

critic

has

who

other

proposed, but none so good as mac. Some
But what has
etymological objections.
etymology got to do with it 1 The proper place for etymology
is the grammar book.
I always hated grammar.
The teach
ing of grammar to children is a barbarous practice, and should
be abolished.
They should be taught to speak correctly by
not
example,
by unutterably dull and stupid and inefficient
rules. The science of grammar should come
last, as a study
for learned

made

men

who

are

savage forefathers knew

inclined to verbal
no

grammar.

But

finnicking. Our
they made far
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better words than the learned
grammarians.
Nothing is more
admirable than the
simplicity ot the old style ot short words,
as in the A sad
lad, A bad dog, ot the spelling book. If you
transform these to A lugubrious
juvenile, A vicious canine,
where is the improvement ?

Now,

have already explained the characteristics of dis
plane waves by conductance in the medium generally,
of two kinds, acting
differently on the electric and magnetic
fluxes, the corresponding relations in a long circuit ot leads
need be only briefly mentioned.
Consider an infinitely long
circuit of parallel and equal resisting leads under uniform
external conditions, and governable by the relations laid down.
Let it be, at a given moment, wholly free from charge or cur
rent except at one place, where there is merely a charge, say
Qj. Or, say Qj SVq on unit length only at the place. Lett
to itself, this will spread.
But it will do so iu widely diverse
manners under different circumstances, although there are some
common characteristics.
The speed of propagation of disturb
as we

tortion ot

=

ances

is

V

=

dissipation
begins, we

(LS)-~*, independent
Thus,

constants.

of the values of R and
at

time t after the

K, the

spreading

bound to find the charge, or what is left of it,
region ot length 2vt, being vt on each side of the
origin. Beyond this region there is no disturbance.
Next as regards the amount of the charge.
It cannot in
Ifthe insulation bo perfect, which
crease, but it may diminish.
moans that K
0, the charge remains constant. It is unaffected
by the resistance of the leads, although energy is wasted in
It only decreases by the external conductance, or by
them.
equivalent leakage. Then we have
are

within the

=

Q

=

Qo^-'^'^

(1)

to express the charge Q at time t, decreasing according to the
well-known exponential law.
As regards the manner ot spreadinp;, either with or without

the

subsidence, this

is

in the exact theory by the
displacement in a medium which
electrically conductive, although the
all'ect the total amount ot displace

represented

and subsidence ot

spreading
is magnetically
former
ment.
occurs

as

well

property does
We see,

as

not

therefore, that tho distortionless

when the time constants

L/K

and

S/K

are

case, which

equal,

forms
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natural division between two distinct kinds ot resultant
distortion. In this neutral case, the charge Qq splits into two
halves which at once separate from one another at relative
speed 2v. At time t later they are each attenuated to
a

^Q

=

(2)

|Q„.-^'/s

but in each ot

was
wholly electric to begin with,
resulting waves it is halt electric and halt magnetic, be
cause they are pure waves.
As they attenuate, their energy is
wasted, and this occurs so that half is wasted by the resistance
of the leads, and half by reason ot the external conductance.

The energy

the

This is necessary in order that a pure wave shall remain pure.
The final result is attenuation ot the two charges to zero, when

infinitely widely separated, and with this a complete
disappearance of the other characteristics, as the
magnetic force. In the exceptional case ot no resistance aud
no leakage, there is, of course, an everlasting persistence of the
two charges and of the waves of which they form a feature.
They go out ot range, but not out ot existence. In all other
cases but the distortionless one, the charge (or the remains of
the original charge) is only partly in the plane waves at the
they

are

simultaneous

two ends

of

the disturbed

region,

the

rest

being

diffused

between them.

But this may happen in two ways.
The total
at time t is expressed by (1) above.
But the charge in

charge

the terminal waves, halt in

each, is given by

Q^.e-(E/2L+K/2S)(^
reducing
the

to

excess

(2)
(1)

of

(3)

doubled in the distortionless

(3)

over

case.

Therefore

is the amount of the diffused

charge.

Itis

Qo.€-K«/S(l_e-(R/2L-K/2S)()^
and is
than

positive

or

negative according

as

R/L

...

is

(4)
or

less

excess,

the

greater

K/S.

That

charge

is, when the

resistance of the leads is in

is

positive between the waves as well as in them. But
when the leakage is in excess the intermediate charge is
nega
tive. This happens equivalently when the inductance is in
How this reversal comes
excess, or the permittance in deficit.
about has been already explained in the exact
theory. In the
present circumstances

we

may say that

an

intermediate resist-
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ance in the circuit of the leads reflects V
positively and C
negatively, whilst an intermediate leak reflects C positively and
V negatively. The same
applies to the elements of the circuit,
and from this follo-ws the reversal of V when
leakage is in
excess.
Whether the tailing be of the usual positive or ot
the negative kind (referred to the
charge), the maximum or
minimum density is in the middle ; that is, at the
origin. The
density decre;ises symmetrically both ways to the two ends,
where the plane waves are to be found.
When they have at
tenuated to practically nothing, there is left
merely the widely
diffused charge, unless it has attenuated similarly.
With the
resistance largely in excess, there may be nearly all the charge

left when the terminal
nificance.

But it the

ot the terminal
ance

waves

waves

sig
disappearance
similar disappear

leakage be in excess,
is accompanied by a

ot the intermediate

charge

have become of insensible
the

because the total

negative charge,

is

always positive.
So far regarding the spreading ot a charge, next consider the
spreading ot induction. The magnetic analogue of Q is P LC,
the magnetic momentum per unit length of circuit.
So, as L
is constant, the spreading of P is represented by that of C.
Suppose initially there be current Cq in unit length at the
origin, with momentum I'q=1,Cq, and no charge there or else
where. This also splits immediately into two plane waves,
whioh only differ from those arising from a charge in having
similar C's and opposite V's instead ot similar V's and opposite
=

C's.
The
have
we

total

no

induction remains

resistance.

In

general

constant

it

only

decreases,

so

if the leads

that at time t

have
P

At the

same

=

P^.,-R(/L

,

(5)

time the amount in the terminal waves, halt in

each, is

p^^

e-(R/2L-FK/2S)t

The amount between the terminal
excess ot (5) over (6), which is

PjC-K'/L (1

-

waves

6-(K/2S-R/2L)J)

(6)
is, therefore,

the

(7)

equations (.">), (0), (7), may bo instructively comjiared
Notice that in
with the set (1), (3), (4), their analogues.
These
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from

transforming
and

Q

P,

R and

one

set to the

K,

these formulse would also be

other,

we

exchange V and C,

In the exact

L and S.
a
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conductance,

theory

as

the R iu

before described.

By (7) we see that in the distortionless case all the induction
left is in the terminal waves, which is to be expected. But we
require the leakage to be in excess tor the intermediate induc
tion to be positive, and conversely the resistance must be in
negative. Of course,
positive. Also observe

assumed to be

has

no

just
on

the initiaLinduction ia

for it to be

excess

as

leakage by itself

on

the total

density

that

the total induction except to redistribute it,
the resistance of the leads has no attenuating effect

effect

As

charge.

before, the

ot induction is at the

maximum

or

minimum

of course, the
smaller density than

origin, though,

terminal inductions may have greater or
this, according to the extent of attenuation at the moment
concerned. Remember that the destruction of induction by
the resistance ot the leads is

represented, in the exact theory,
by its destruction by the equivalent magnetic conductance
externally.
Putting together the preceding results, we may readily see
the effect ot
case

is

means

having both V and C initially at any spot. One
specially noteworthy. Take Vq LwCq initially. This
a pure
plane wave sheet, travelling in the positive
=

direction.

There is, therefore, no initial splitting, and the
To what extent this will continue depends
goes on.
upon the relation the constants of the circuit bear to tho
distortionless state. When the latter obtains, the wave is
wave

just

transmitted without

spreading out behind, so that at time t
the initial state, it existent over unit length, will be found
over unit length at distance U to the
right, attenuated to
V
where tor

=

Li;C

=

Vq£-K'/I',

(8)

.

may be substituted its equivalent x/v. In all other
cases there is reflection in
transit, and the refiected portions
travel back, besides getting mixed together, thus
a tail
ot

t

length 2vt,

course, without
at tho

positive

halt

making

on

each side ot the

head at the
end.
a

negative end

If the resistance be iu excess, the
and the current is

negative,

origin,

at

to

charge in the
initially ;

least

but now, of

balance the
tail is

one

positive

whilst if the
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leakage be in excess, the current is positive and the charge
initially negative. See §§ 195 to 199 tor more detads, which may
be readily translated to suit the
present case. The total charge
subsides according to equation
(1) above, and the total induc
tion according to (5).
Similariy (3) represents the charge in
the one terminal wave (instead ot both, as
there), and (6)

shows the induction in the terminal wave.
If initially Vq=
LiiCq, this means a negative
to the left) to start with.
This needs no
-

wave

(going

separate notice in

detail.
The Distortionless Circuit.

No limiting Distance set by it
■when the Attenuation is ignored.

§ 209. The distortionless state forms a simple and natural
boundary between two diverse kinds of propagation of a com
plicated nature, in each ot which there is continuous distortion
which is ultimately unlimited.
Given time enough, and a
circuit ot infinite length to work with, the least departure
from the distortionless condition would be sufficient to allow

all the
mate

natural

matter in this

If, however,
in

a

changes

unlimited

may be

gone

through,

The attenuation is

with
a

ulti

separate

connection, though itself of great importance.

we are

only

finite interval of

matter

be

to

distortion.

concerned with the distortion produced

time, which may be quite small, then the

differently regarded.

There is much

distortion, generally speaking, according

as

the ratios

or

little

R/L

and

widely different. But this needs to be
understood with caution, for obviously there may be next to no
distortion of signals even when the distortionless state is widely
departed from, provided the changes ot charge and current are
But when this is not the case, and there
made slowly enough

K/S are nearly equal

or

is marked distortion ot

it

by making

waves

in

and decrease it

by

a

tendency

a

we

shall increase

unequal than they are,
equalisation. Furthermore,

more

to

continuous one,
tortionless state connected with
this process is

transit, then

the time-constants

so

that, starting from the dis

equal time-constants,

we

may,

on
con
by continuously increasing one time-constant, bring
tinuously increasing distortion of oue kind, or else, by increasing
the other, whilst the first is kept constaut, bring ou con
kind.
And this is
tinuously increasing distortion of the other

by

true

the
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variation of any

resistance, leakage,

ot the tour
inductance, and
one

quantities concerned,
permittance, to prove
to

these

that with any values given
time-constants and abolish the
the
equalise
distortion altogether by altering any one only ot the four.
When a circuit has been brought to this state, then arbitrary
at the
signals of any size and manner of variation, originated
will run along it at the speed ot hght,
ot the

which

we

constants

need

only remark

we can

circuit,
beginning
and in doing so suffer no alteration save a weakening according
to the exponential law given above. The voltage and gaussage
at any spot will be always in the same phase, and the suc
If
cession of values will faithfully repeat those at the origin.
the circuit be infinitely long, the train ot disturbances will run
out to infinity, ot course, though it may be still a long way
trom infinity when the attenuation is so great as to make the
disturbances insensible.
Therefore, disregarding the attenua
More
of possible signal' ing.
distance
is
no
there
tion,
limitinj
than that, it is not only possible, but perfect signalling, accord
ing to this theory.
Even if a circuit
But there is no perfection in this world.
constructed with constant R, K, L, and S, and with R/L
K/S exactly, so that it should be truly distortionless in this
practical theory, it would not be so in reality. There are
=

were

disturbing causes, which, though they might not be of
importance in general, would serve to prevent the attain
ot the clean-cut perfection ot the theory which ignores
Instead ot zero distortion, then, it is practically only a

several
rauch
ment

them.

attainable. But it may be
of
the
theoretical
ideal. It is unnecessary
imitation
very good
to enlarge upon the necessary failure ot a professedly approxi

state of minimum distortion that is
a

theory when pushed to extremes. It is sufficient to say
ignored disturbing influences alone would serve to set
a practical limit, even it the condition R/L
K/S were truly
attained, and attenuation were of no importance.
But there is an influence in full action in the practical theory
itself which must not be overlooked, namely, the attenuation
due to resistance and leakage.
Of what use would it be to
have a distortionless circuit it it took nearly all the life out of
mate

that the

=

the current iu the first 100

1,000?

Now,

on

paper

when you want it to go
is easier than to increase the

miles,

nothing
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battery power to any extent you want, till, in fact, the minute
fraction whioh got to the desired distance became
magnified
But practically there would usually
up to a recognisable size.
be strong reasons against this process.
At any rate, it is im
possible to overlook the attenuation. It is not merely enough
that signals should arrive without being distorted too much ;
but

they must also be big enough to be useful. It an Atlantic
cable of the present type were made distortionless by the
addition ot leakage, there would be no sign of any signals at
the distant end with any reasonable battery power.
Nor can
we say that
is
on
a
circuit
of
telephony possible
given type to
this or that distance merely because a certain calculable and
small amount of distortion

fix any
alone.
And

occurs

at that distance.

distance

limiting

Nor

can

consideration of distortion

by
magnify very weak currents, say
a thousandfold, at the
receiving end, we should simultaneously
In a normal state ot things
the
interferences.
foreign
magnify
interferences should be only a small traction of the principal or
working current. But it the latter be too much attenuated,
the interferences become relatively important, and a source of
we

even

it

we

could

We are, therefore, led to examine the
very serious distortion.
influence of the different circuit constants on the attenuation,
as

compared

with their influence

on

the distortion.

The two Extreme Kinds of Diffusion in

§210. Although

the

equations connecting

C, through
symmetrical character, so
study ot the nature of their propagation
distortionless state is
at

once

is

easily

Theory.

voltage

V and

R, S, K, and L, are
that, abstractedly considered,

a

we

the

the line constants

gaussage

when

one

as

desirable

as

on

on

of
a

either side of the

the other side ; yet

prevailing in practice, we see
only presents itself actively. The reason
It is in all cases desired to get plenty ot

examine the conditions

that

one

to be

side

seen.

received current, because that is the working agent, and leak
consummation. There are, besides,
age is detrimental to this
Thus it comes
with leakage.
connected
inconveniences
practical
state
ot things
the
with
concerned
are
about that we
mainly
or at the least equal to, K/S,
is
than,
when
K/L greater
existing
an excess of
aud scarcely at all with the exceptional case of
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and for the sake of its

electromagnetic problems.
propagation of V and C through the

theoretical connection with other
Now this

concerns

external dielectric.

the

The influence of R

prevails

over

that of

K,
is, however, somewhat remarkable
that the other side ot the propagation problem does actually
and controls matters.

It

regard the important secondary
guides ot the cylindrical
result from the passage over them of the plane
external dielectric.
Suppose, for example, there

present itself actively, when
effect ot the
waves, which
waves in the

is

propagation

external conductance.

no

propagation

gives

one

extreme form ot

C, the quantity K/S (or equivalently k/c)
and R/L finite.
Now, remember that in the exact

the external
we

This

of V and

being zero,
plane-wave theory
fore

we

into the

R stands for the

medium,

are,

when

that

magnetic conductance

is the

of

and there

g/p,,
R/L
considering V and C, also discussing the
plane waves of the fictitious property ot
so

same as

influence upon the
magnetic conductance.
On the other

hand, in the guides themselves, which are elec
conductors, and perhaps, and most probably, dielectrics
as well, it is
k/c that is greater than g/p, since the latter is
zero.
Here, then, we have the other extreme form of the
theory. In the external dielectric k/c is zero and g/p (equiva
lent to R/L) finite, whereas in the guides g/p is zero and k/c
(iuito.
The distortion ot the external plane waves by the
resistance ot the guides is, therefore, ot the opposite kind to
that ot the cylindrical waves in the guides, for E and H change
places when the form of the distortion is discussed.
Now, in the guides, on account ot their being very good con
ductors, the permittivity is swamped, and may be ignored

trical

in calculating resultant effects.
Then we have the theory of
pure diffusion (as of heat according to Fourier), controlled by
the two constants k and p, since both g and c are now zero.
Similarly, in the external dielectric, it may happen that the in-

fiuence ot /j. (or equivalently of L) is insensible, as in tho slow
working ot long cables ; then the propagation of V and C is
controlled by the two constants g and c (or
actually and

equiva

lently by

R and

Here, then,

wo

whilst tho other two, k and p, are zero.
have a curious exchange of active
properties

S),

between the dielectric and the conductor.

Iu

both,

the resul
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tant

propagation follows the diffusion law, but is controlled by
properties. The propagation ot V or E outside is like
ot H inside, and the propagation ot C or H outside is like

different
that

that ot E inside.
We
ot
to

see by the above illustrations that in
spite of the absence
magnetic conductivity in reality, we are, nevertheless, obliged
consider both sides of the wave theory it involves, even in

one

and the

actual

same

problem, provided

it be treated

com

prehensively.
The Effect of varying the Four Line-Constants

regards

as

Distortion and Attenuation.

§211. As, however,

we

the internal state ot the

are not immediately concerned with
guides, and, so to speak, eliminate it

as constants, we may now dismiss its
to V and C only, on our understand
and
return
consideration,
that
the
ing
quantity K/S is always less than R/L, or does not

by treating

R and L

exceed it in the limit.
Now

have shown that the distortion in transit

we

depends

upon the difference

JL-iL,
2L
2S

<r =

whilst

the

depends

attenuation of

upon the

the

.

front ot

(9)

.....

an

advancing

wave

sum

p
'^

=

A + iL
2L

2S

(10)

Both cr and p should be as small as possible, of course. The
four line-constants act upon p and o- in different ways, and it is
So, remembering that
rather important to understand them.
the first term of the right members of (9) and (10) is bigger
than the

stants,

second, observe the effect of varying the line-con

one

at

a

time.

[Rl. By increasing
resistance of the

R

guides

we

is

Thus the
increase both p and cr.
it
not only
since
wholly prejudicial,

transit, but distorts them. It ie, therefore,
fundamental notion that the resistance ot the guides should
it the object be to
be reduced if possible, but never increased,
weakens

signals

in

a

facilitate

signalling.
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[L]. By increasing

L

decrease both p and

we

a-.

Thus the

is wholly
inductance of the circuit (other things being equal)
the dis
and
attenuation
the
both
beneficial, since it diminishes
and
both
received
larger
the
makes
or
signals
tortion in transit,
but
plainer. These are not necessarily insignificant effects,
on a
vibrations
to very rapid
may be very large when applied
long circuit.
and reduces cr. Thus leakage
K increases

[K]. Increasing

p

is both beneficial and

prejudicial, according

to

circumstances,

in
although it reduces the distortion, it simultaneously
is
most
action
This
pro
creases the attenuation in transit.
since

nounced when the

[S]. Increasing

signalling

is slow.

S increases

a-

and reduces p. It may be,
But practically the

and beneficial.

both

therefore,
prejudicial
important effect of S, notably on cables, is the prejudicial
ot distorting the signals, which is a large effect.-*

one

Now the above statements, though obviously true enough as
(9) and (10), are merely quahtative. The
ot varying one quantity when three others are

deductions from

practical import
constant, depends upon the actual
The length ot the line also comes

immediate values of all four.
in

as

an

important factor,

frequency ot the waves, to settle under what
circumstances this or that variation of the line constants is
in a special case. Nevertheless, the above properties

and likewise the

important
are important, and
general reasoning,
formulae,

periodic

should be most
aa

well

for instance,

usefully

borne in mind in

in the detailed examination of

as

the

important

solutions for

simply

waves.

Some ot these effects have been known and understood from
the earliest times, or, more correctly, since the time when
William Thomson taught telegraph-cable engineers the prin

ciples

of their business

(in

its electrical

aspects), and,

to

a

great extent, the practice too. They were previously in quite a
benighted state, generally speaking, though there were a few,
whose

names

it is needless to

*

mention, who combined enough

Every rule is said to have an exception. It is, at any rate, possible
for the above rules to fail, or appear to fail, when the making and reception
ot the signals is not of a simple kind. We may then attribute the failure
to instrumental peculiarities. An example will occur a little later iu which
K reduces

working speed largely.
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electrical science with their practical
knowledge to have fairiy
ideas about retardation in submarine cables.
I do
not mention
Faraday in this connection, for that great genius
correct

had all sorts of

original notions, wrong

aa

well

as

right,

and

not

being a mathematician, could not effectually discriminate,
especially as he had so little practical experience with cables.
A complete history of the
subject ot the rise of Atlantic
telegraphy, including the scientific side, written by a man fully
and accurately acquainted with the tacts,
preferably with per
sonal knowledge, and devoid of personal bias, would be ot
great
value and of permanent utility. It will not be
very long before
no
contemporary will be left to do it. Perhaps, on the other
hand, it might be more fairly done at second hand. In the
meantime, there is a somewhat bulky volume, the Report of the
Submarine Cable Committee of 1859, which

serves

to show the

state ot

knowledge at that date. But it is the history of the
march ot knowledge in the several preceding years that is
important.
The two effects referred to are that resistance and permit
tance (R and S) act conjointly in producing "retardation," so
that both R and S should be reduced to improve the electrical
efficiency of a cable. This is embodied in Lord Kelvin's theory
and gave rise to a rather neat law of the squares,
something that practicians could grasp. This law soon became
matter ot common knowledge amongst cable engineers and
of

1855,

electricians

generally.

But when

once

grasped they

could not

let go, and in later times the law has been most grossly abused
and misapplied. The fact still remains, however, that R and
S

are

prejudicial.

But allowance has to be made for other

influences, and it may be very large allowance.
But, very curiously, there has been an exception to the rule.
There have not been wanting electricians who, when telephony
was extended to circuits containing underground work, sup
posed that high, not low resistance, was good tor telephony.
This

was

But there

giving up the
was really no

law of the squares with a vengeance.
warrant for such a conclusion, either

this view turned out manifestly
was followed by a precipitate re
wrong
and grasped
vulsion, the law of the squares being again seized,
The
tact that R
reason.
all
and
than ever,
more
against

practical. As
by practical failure, it

theoretical

or

firmly
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To
and S are prejudicial does not make the law of the squares.
have that, R and S must be the only controlling electrical factors.
All the other effects are of later recognition, and were mostly
discovered, and their laws investigated, and consequences

They completely remodel the subject.
right, in their proper application, but
have a very limited application in general, as in modern tele
phony particularly. My extended theory opened out a wide
field for possible improvements in signalling over long circuits
in advance of what could be possible were R and S the only
controlling factors, and so far as it goes, modern telephony
already goes far beyond the supposed restrictions of the law of
worked out

by myself.

The old views remain

the squares.
We should not

only consider the effects of varying the four
line-constants one at a time, but also of combinations. Thus,
K may be counteracted by L. The former is beneficial, inas
much

as

it lessens the

attenuation it
crease

L,

we

causes

distortion,

in transit.

but it is
But if

prejudicial in the
simultaneously in
caused by K ; more

we

counteract the attenuation

This is corrobora
over, we still further lessen the distortion.
tive ot the preceding remark as to the unreserved benefit due
to
to

L.

We see, therefore, that [K] and
if that be by means of

salvation,

through which signalling
type as regards R and S.

be carried

[L]

above

increasing
with

the way
the distance

point

a cable ot
given
forgotten in studying
K aud L, that R and S themselves might perhaps
(in some
particular scheme, for example) be reduced as cheaply as K and
L could be carried out. Be liberal with the
copper, for one thing.
Look out for some practical way ot
insulating the wires which
shall not make the permittance be so great as it is at
present
with gutta-percha or india-rubber.
Something ot this sort has
been done for telephone
underground cables, though I do not
know the practical merits. But, as
regards Atlantic cables, it
should be something very good and
trustworthy, or the reduced
permittance may be bought too dearly.
There has been some
difficulty in getting people to grasp the
ideas embodied in
[K] and [L], especially the latter, ot course,
on account ot its
novelty ; whilst [K] was already partially
recognised by knowing ones, and is capable ot very ready ex
planation. [L] was the trouble. Now, remembering the state
can

on

But let it not be

'
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in the fifties

as

the effects ot

regards

R and S

alone, there is no reason for wonder that more recon
dite effects, as of L, unaccompanied by prior experience, should
not be

readily recognised -when pointed out, though that was
tor burking the matter.
[K] and [L], especially the
latter, require to be studied to be understood. But it people
will not take the trouble to study the matter, how can they
no excuse

expect

to understand it ?

much ot

an

cated formula which

dogmatic

some

Now I find that there has been too

idea that I have
and

no

merely given

fellow

some

very compli
have made

understand, and

can

statements about the

paradoxical

conse

"

reference to my " Electrical Papers will show
quences.
that I have treated the matter of propagation very fully, in
But

the

a

elementary parts

as

well

as

in the

advanced,

and from

many points ot view, and that I have not been above pointing
tho moral by numerical examination ot results, whilst at the
same

time I have been

particularly

careful in

the

elaborating

ot the distortionless circuit, on account ot its casting
The notion that
much light upon the subject generally.

theory
so

promulgated, that I cannot make myself understood
recoils upon its authors with great force. Letting
physicists,
by
alone the tact that sjme physicists have understood me, and
has boon

moreover, the fact that various students

have understood

me

by my correspondence), there is the very notable
(as
fact that the promulgators of the false idea (which must be
most discouraging to students) have evidently not taken the
I know

trouble to examine my writings to see what my views really
^ ut have
are,
only made acquaintance with fragments thereof.
I have advertised the distortionless circuit so often that I have
become ashamed ot

doing

have often

out, the

standing

pointed

of the

subject

in

so.

Nevertheless, since it is,

royal
general, I

road to

an

as

I

inner under

do not hesitate

now

to

remarks in connection therewith, and leading
We
elucidation ot former work.
up thereto, in attempted
with
and
in
or
consider
alone,
first
conjunction
should
[R]
[K]
and finally both [K] aud [L].
and then
add

some more

[L],

[,S],

The Beneficial Effect of Leakage in Submarine Cables.
S 212
waves

in

What

leakage

transit, but

does is to increase the attenuation of

at the

same

time to lesson the distortion
EB
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they suffer. Now there is, by elementary knowledge, no
difficulty in seeing why leakage on the line should diminish the
strength ot the received current, in spite of the fact that the
strength ot the current sent is increased by the leakage. Ohm's
law ajDplied to a simple circuit with a shunt attached will
suffice to

give

the

the

reason so

is the

far

as one

fault is concerned ; and
faults, or for dis

tor any number of

principle
leakage.
As regards the lessening of the distortion, that is not quite
so
elementary. It does not present itself for consideration at
all in common telegraph circuits.
When, however, a cable is
in question, and there is manifest distortion of signals, the
influence thereupon of leakage becomes an obvious matter of
inquiry. We may do it on the basis of the electrostatic theory.
In fact, iu his telegraph theory. Lord Kelvin did insert a term
in the differential equation to express the effect on the poten
tial ot uniform leakage, though it was merely in passing, and
I do not think there was any development ot the matter in his
The obvious attenuating effect ot leakage, and
later papers.
the manifest evils of faults, caused high insulation to be aimed
at, and possibly caused the full effect ot leakage to be over
looked, and its theory to remain uninvestigated.
Now a cable is a condenser, or leyden, and a very big one
too, although its permittance is so widespread that the per
mittance ot a yard or so is very small.
The discharge of
same

tributed

condenser

against resistance takes time, and so does its
and the greater the resistance the greater the time
needed. In the extreme, a. perfectly insulated
charged con
denser keeps its charge unchanged, and so does a well-insulated
a

charge,

cable, if also insulated at tha ends.
(or grounded, as the Americans say)

portions
the

close to- the end

can

Even when it is earthed
at both its

ends, only the
discharge at once. Away from
take place through resistance

the discharge has to
varying extent though in different parts, when we regard
the long cylindrical condenser as a collection ot small con
densers side by side in parallel, with all the similar
poles joined
together by resisting wires. This is how it comes about that
the resistance acts conjointly with the
permittance in causing
to

"

is

ends,

a

retardation

"

proportional

in

cables,

to their

so

that the electrostatic time-constant
or liSl\
It is obvious, then

product,
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facilitate the

discharge by lessening the resist
that is, by leakage in the cable, either dis
in detached lumps. At the same time the

discharge,

tributed

or

charging
expedited.
Now, in making signals from end to end, the operation ot
charging the cable is necessarily precedent to that of receiving
is

similarly

facilitated

current at the distant

or

end, which,

in

fact, represents

a

part of

the

charge coming out. Therefore, to expedite changes in the
charge in the cable, not necessarily or usually complete charges
or discharges, results in
expediting changes in the current at
the distant end.

working speed,

That

and

is,

it lessens the distortion at

the

a

given

There is, in
the electrostatic theory, no limit to this process, and by suffi
ciently reducing the insulation resistance, or, which is the same,
so

expedites

signalling.

the leakance (which is, perhaps, an admissible short
leakage conductance), we might signal through the
cable as fast as we pleased, were there no other effect produced.
This other effect is the extra attenuation. Whilst the possible
speed ot signalling can be raised apparently ad lib,, there is
only an infinitesimal current left to do it with. (Remember
that the influence ot L is not now in question.) It is important
to recognise that it is a consequence or natural extension ot the
old electrostatic theory, without any appeal to self-induction,
that you can signal as fast as you like through an Atlantic
cable of the present type (with leakage added, of course) simply
by throwing away moat ot the current, and utilising the small

increasing

name

for

residuum that manages to survive the ordeal.
Thus, a proper Atlantic cable, suitable for rapid signalling,
should not have high insulation resistance, but the very lowest

possible

consistent with

getting enough

current

through

to

with, and other considerations, mechanical and com
mercial, <fco. The theory, moreover, is a sufficiently clear one,
work

and does not need elaborate mathematics

to

make it at least

accurate, though it may, of course, be desirable to

probably
thoroughly verify

the consequences mathematically.
about 23 ye.ars since I came to see, substantially
of a system of signalling
as above, the theoretical absurdity
which deliberately and seemingly of purpose places in the
hindrance to the efficient trans
way the greatest possibly
mission of
viz., by the use ot the highest insulation
It is

now

signals,

ee2
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possible, causing
mutilated,

to

them to be

regularly strangled, choked, and
dying of inanition.

of their sometimes

nothing
theory. As a matter of fact, the eflfect
ot leakage presented itself to me at that time in practice
The
on real live cables in a surprisingly different manner.
was so
live
and
between
practice
plausible theory
opposition
glaring that it will be instructive to briefly describe it next.
But this

say

was mere

Short History of Leakage Effects

on a

Cable Circuit.

§ 213. First, as regards long land lines, ot say 400 miles in
length (which is a long distance in this small country), leakage
presented itself as an unmitigated nuisance. The worst case of
all was during a continuous soaking rain all over the country.
When this had gone
fell

on

for

a

few hours the insulation resistance

the dirty wet insulators mostly,
though assisted by contacts with wet foliage, &c., that many of
the important circuits were completely invalided, the received
current (even with increased battery power) being too small tor
practical use with the instruments concerned. This was usually
the case in the U.K. on any very wet day.
But it was also
the same in effect in the E. and I., although not so many
lines were invalided, nor did they break down so quickly.
Incidentally, it may be mentioned here that the so-called
"earth-currents" (meaning currents in the line itself), occurring
during magnetic storms, such currents being a manifestation
thereof, did not seem to mind the leakage much, perhaps
so

low, by leakage

because their E.M.F.

over

not like that ot a
battery at one
continuously along the circuit, by a
continuous slow change going on in the earth's magnetic force,
or, rather, in the magnetic force in the air surrounding the
earth. Probably the
earth-current goes the same way in
the line as in the earth (provided the line is not set at
right
angles to the real earth-current), whereas when a battery is

end of

a

line,

was

but acted

"

"

used,

the earth and line-currents

are

But it is not

opposed.

easy in wet weather to get a good magnetic storm, so that close
observations can be made regarding the influence of
on

earth-currents.

leakage

We may dismiss

regards land-lines, leakage does
redeeming feature.

them, and
not

seem

sum

to

up

have

that,
a

as

single
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curious.

There

ticular had

of about 400

themselves to

and

attached,

two circuits ot the

were

varied

a

presented

next

cable circuits with land-lines
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kind,

me

but

It

one

in par

regards leakage.
history
running east and west, having
as

cable

was a

450 miles

or

ou

exceedingly

were

a

land

line of 120 miles at the east end, and one ot 20 miles at the
west end.
The apparatus used was the Wheatstone automatic,
that

is, an automatic transmitter and a polarised receiver,
recording dots and dashes, and the working was done without
condensers, by utilising the earth direct to complete the circuit.
The best results were obtained in fine dry weather with a
hard frost the harder the better.
The insulation ot the long
(east) land line was then at its highest, and the signalling could
—

be done up to 30 words per minute or a little more from west
to east, though considerably less the other way, for a peculiar

quite exceptional, and did not last long.
dry weather. But in ordinary
not
weather,
rainy or damp, the speed was much

But this

reason.

The next best
average fair
lower, say 24

always

was

in any very

was

or

A

minute.

The effect ot rain

20 words per minute.

to lower the

leakage

speed, perhaps
fault

on

down to

the laud line

or

was

15 words per
a contact with

worse, provided it was a
bad fault, and the speed would go down to 10 words per minute
Now it is possible that the extra good results obtained
or less.

another wire had

in

hard

a

dry

a

frost

the east land line

similar

arose

(the

at all that the main

effect, ouly

partly

from the reduced resistance of

usual iron

cause

wire),

but there

was no

of the wide variations of

doubt

speed

was

long one, of course.
lines, especially
leakage
Now it is to be noted here that in the former case of long
land lines the leakage was prejudicial by the attenuation it
the received currents were made too feeble to
on

the land

caused, whereby
suit the apparatus.

on

The

the

working speed, though relatively fast,

notable distortion ot signals in transit by
But in the latter
the condenser action so marked in cables.
lines
land
terminal
with
upon which similar
ot a cable
was

too slow tor any

case,

leakage occurred,
attenuation.

the

There

prejudicial

was

abundance—but it did

plenty
not

effect

was

not

ot current— in

come

out

a

super
end

receiving
dashes, except

at

dots and
properly shaped for making
also be
should
It
lowered
speed.
"reatly

the

due to the

fact,

at a

understood that the
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speed of working was always pushed up to the greatest
possible (the press ot business being such as to make 25 hours'
work per day all too short), and that the automatic character
of the signalling made the fixation ot a limiting speed, without
complete failure ot any marks, quite definite at any particular
time. Practically, however, the working speed was pushed a
good deal higher than this limit by making regular use of
mutilated signals. Now it was proved by daily experience that
there was a remarkable sensitiveness to damp, or leakage of
any kind, the speed of working, conditioned by the reception
of good marks, going up and down like the barometer, though
actual

with
line

a

The east land
far wider range than that instrument.
it
that
came in for a great
the
offender
manifestly

was so

deal ot blame.

Yet it

was

not

a

bad line

by

any means, and

leakage would have passed unnoticed, had there not been
such a peculiar lowering effect on the speed connected there
its

with.

itself, seeing that the
harmony with what they should
have been, by general reasoning regarding retardation 1 This
question was soon answered by the automatic development of a
Its effect on the speed
first-class leakage fault in the cable.
was substantially the same as that of leakage on the land-line.
It lowered the speed, and since it was always on, the effect was
permanent. The ordinary fluctuations disappeared in a great
It was
measure, as of course did the fine weather high speeds.
like continuous heavy wet. As the fault got very bad the
speed went down to 10 words per minute or less, in spite of
increased battery power.
On describing this prejudicial effect ot leakage to the elec
trician ot the cable ship which came to remove the fault (it was
But how about

above results

leakage

were

so

in the cable

out of

the late Mr. S. E.

Phillips, of Henley's), he assured me I was
impossible for a leak to act like that. So
said the captain, too.
It was known, said they, that a leak
was an excellent
thing. It had been found so on the French
Atla-.itic not long before, and in other cases. I fully believed
this, because it seemed theoretically sound, and I had heard
similar statements before.
But they did not assist me to an
of
the
understanding
patent fact that leakage could be highly
quite wrong.

prejudicial

It

was

instead of beneficial.

In corroboration of

this, when

THEORY

the fault
state ot
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things
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speed went

again,

up

123

and the normal

restored.

was

The next stage in this history was the arrival ot that won
instrument, Thomson's recorder, which had been recently

derful

brought out. It was the original Atlantic cable pattern, with
20 big tray cells for the electromagnets, and a batch of smaller
ones for the mousemill and
driving gear. This instrument
simplified matters greatly, for the current could be considered
as

and

seen

with the

to

be

polarised

a

continuous function ot the

recorder of Wheatstone

(an

time, whereas

instrument

quite

unsuitable for cable

work) the variations ot the current could
be only roughly guessed.
Now, a peculiarity of the siphon recorder was that no definite
limiting speed was fixable. It one person thought 40 words
per minute fast enough for good marks ; another, more prac
tised, would as easily read them at 50 or 60, and even manage
them out at 70 words per minute, though the last was
undoubtedly rather troublesome. The automatic transmitter
to make

being

still

used,

the dashes became

big humps,

and the dots

little ones, on the recorder slip, and at 70 words per minute,
although the big humps were plain enough, the little ones were

mostly wiped out, though it could be seen where they ought to
The absence of
have been, so that some reading was possible.
a definite limiting speed under given circumstances introduced
a fresh complication.
Nevertheless, a careful study of the
recorder slips taken at various speeds, but particularly in the
neighbourhood of the critical speed for the polarised recorder,
proved that the plain result ot general reasoning that leakage
should be beneficial in general was certainly true, and, more
ot the anomalous behaviour
over, furnished a partial explanation
ot the

The

polarised recorder.
siphon (Thomson) recorder,

sublimely

indifferent to the

with its

vagaries

shifting

zero,

ot the current whioh

was
were

intelligible marks in a dot and dash instrument,
unobserved as a rule.
so that ordinary leakage passed quite
be
seen that when there was
to
was
it
plainly
Nevertheless,
the
much leakage the result was to improve the distinctness ot
so

destructive ot

from
marks by reducing the range of variation of the current
small
or
the
dots,
humps,
relatively
the zero line, and improving
to the

dashes,

or

big humps,

whioh

were

reduced in size.
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clinch the matter, a second leakage fault appeared
in the cable whilst the siphon recorder was on, and rapidly
at the west end that there was a
it was

But,

to

developed. Now,
siphon recorder ; at
The result

was

only

was the polarised recorder.
speed from west to east went down
developed, in accordance with prior know

the east end

that the

greatly as the fault
ledge. But the other way, from
the siphon recorder, the working

east to west,
was

receiving

greatly improved.

with
The

that when the fault got very bad no marks
at all could be got at the east end, even by key-sending, owing
to the great attenuation, whilst we could receive first rate on
On the very last day,
recorder at the west end.
the
ultimate result

was

siphon

when communication from west to east had to be done
roundabout course, we were able to receive a long batch

by

a

ot,

I

60 words per
think, 150 messages
high speed (about
at
the
Leclanche
cells
80
sending end, and
minute) by using
batteries
all
the
on
the
available,
tray
electromagnets
putting
at

55

or

including most ot the small ones, to magnify the marks. Now
might seem to be merely a testimony to the sensitiveness
But the significant point was that although
ot the instrument.
the marks were very small, in spite of magnification by increased
battery power at both ends, they were exceedingly clear. They
We were practically
were the best ever got at the speed.
working past a fault ot no resistance, for the cable Soon gave
up the ghost. The tail end ot the big batch finally degenerated
to a straight line, indicative ot a very dead earth.
On the removal of this fault, the received current was largely
increased ot course.
But, simultaneously, the distortion ot the
marks on the siphon recorder became huge at the speed 60.
It needed to be much lowered to give conveniently readable
this

marks.

Explanation of Anomalous Effects.

Artificial Leaks.

Now the above tacts gave a decisive and cumulative
that leakage was beneficial even when concentrated at a

§214.

proof
single spot, provided the current-variations were recorded in a
simple manner. But a complete explanation of the very large
decrease in the speed possible when the polarised recorder was
used, turned out to be rather a complicated matter in detail,
although sufficiently simple in the fundamental principle.
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This

elFect, so detrimental to an efficient use of the cable, was
mixed up with another one, viz., a, difference in the
working
speed according to direction, of say 25 per cent, (with the same
instruments), but variable with circumstances. This effect,
again, seemed to have two causes, one depending upon the
circuit, aud the

uncentrical position ot the cable in it, indepen
dent of the kind of instruments used ; whilst the other was
special and peculiar to the automatic transmitter and receiver

when combined with the uncentrical
may be

readily imagined

working speed requires

that

some

position

of the cable.

the resultant effect

study

to be understood.

be sufficient here to mention the instrumental

its relation to the detrimental effect ot
The

original

on

It
the

It will

peculiarity

in

leakage.

automatic transmitter ot Wheatstone

was con

structed to make dots
there

were

two

rows

only upon the slip ot a special receiver ;
of dots, one set being tor the dots, and the

other for the dashes of tho Morse code.

But when the inventor

wanted the E. and I. Co. to take it up, they demanded dots
So the instruments had to be modified.
and dashes, as usual.

personal reason to know that a tew years later the
quite at sea as tothe reason ot the peculiar effects
observed in working his instruments on composite circuits and
It is therefore pretty sate to assume that previously,
cables.
Now I have
inventor

was

when the conversion

was

made,

the

manner

ot the conversion,

double dots to dots and

dashes, was dictated
making
purely by considerations of mechanical convenience, and
this conclusion may be made nearly certain by a comparison ot

from

the

original

But Mr. Stroh

with the modified transmitter.

At any rate, the
the dash and the long space was the
knows all about it.

way ot making
ot all our trouble

peculiar
cause

Company an immense sum of
gained otherwise, for they
they might
money, viz.,
were blocked with work, and might have had much more.
To make a dot, a short positive current was sent, immediately
followed by a similar short negative current. To make a dash,
after sending the first short positive current, there was an
interval of no current lasting twice as loug as the first current,
followed by a short negative current which terminated the
dash. Similarly, to make a long space, a short negative current
of no current, and finally a short
came first, then an interval
with

leakage,

which cost the

what

have

positive
sending
on

Now in these intervals of
When
end ot the hue was insulated.
current.

in turn,

only
tem

no

current, the

sending current,
earth, through the battery.
hand,
distinct electrical arrangements were therefore operative
the line

the other

Two
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was

to

cable with both ends earthed, and a cable with
If the former sys
end (the receiving end) to earth.
ot electrical
transmission
ot
manner
prevailed, the

viz.,

one

a

always

would follow

changes

one

it would follow another

It the latter system prevailed,
law.
law, and would give much greater

In real fact, the two ways were in alternate action
irregularly. This has to be considered carefully in examining
the influence of the uncentrical position ot a cable in a compo

retardation.

site

circuit, and also

Now the

practical

ot

leakage.

effect worked out thus.

There

was a

real

advantage in making the dash and long
of
the
Morse
code
by a short initial current instead ot a
space
as
in
long one,
ordinary working with reversing keys. I esti
mated the gain as amounting to from 100 to 125 per cent.
This implies that the limiting
under favourable circumstances.

positive

and material

But it was vitally necessary
worked up to.
the
insulation should be very
that
advantage,
had
to
A
balance
be
preserved between the
peculiar
good.
positive and the negative currents. The currents were of equal

speed
to

is

really

secure

this

signs, but necessarily not equidistant
Now,
exceedingly good insulation, the short
current sent at the beginning ot a dash was sufficiently prolonged
in reception as to not merely make a good dash firmly, but to
keep the balance tor the next currents. But it you put a fault
on the line, and let the
charge leak out during the dead
interval ot the dash, then the next following negative current,
terminating the dash, would be too strong, so that an imme
diately succeeding positive current (with a negative current after
it) to make a dot would miss fire altogether. Similar remarks
apply to the space. If the negative current that initiated the
space were allowed to die away by the action of a leak, the next
following positive current would be too strong, and cause an
immediately following negative current to miss fire. Remember
that the reception of the signals was with a polarised recorder,

duration and of alternate
with

in time.

the

zero

missing

of which could not be
currents

except by

a

continuously altered

to catch the

very artful person who knew what
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coming, and was quick enough to alter the regulation exactly
right moments. It will, by the above, become roughly
intelligible how a leak, actually quickening signals in a remark
able degree, can yet be moat prejudicial in a
special system of
signalling requiring the preservation ot a sort ot balance. It
the siphon recorder be substituted the necessity of the balance
disappears ; but the marks would be very hard to read at the
same speed.
To make them readable the speed should be
was

at the

at least

doubled.

The dashes will then become well-formed

humps.
The reader who may desire to pursue the subject ot leakage
effects further may be referred to my " Electrical Papers,"
Vol. I., especially p. 53 for continuous leakage, p. 61 tor more

details

to the above-described case, and p. 71 for the
leaks, which is fully worked out in several

relating

general theory

of

to show the

cases

ficial leaks.

The

may be worth

so

"

When

a

expediting effect, I also there propose arti
following extract (p. 77) is easy to read, and
quoting :
—

natural

fault,

it tends to get
confined to cable-faults.

a

cable,

or

local defect in the

insulation,

is

developed

in

it may be observed, not
Under the action of the current the fault is

worse

—

a

phenomenoo,

increased in size and reduced in resistance, and, if not removed in time,
ends by stopping the communication entirely. Hence the directors and
officials of submarine cable
aud

sharp lock out
subsequent removal.
a

is

companies
kept by the

But

an

do not look upon faults with favour,
fault-finders for their detection and

artificial

fault, or connection by means of a
sheathing, would not have the

coil of fine wire between the conductor and

If properly constructed it would
only varying with the temperature, would
contain no electromotive force of polarisation, would not deteriorate, and
would considerably accelerate the speed of working. The best position for
a single fault would be the centre of the line, and perhaps j\ of the line's

objectionable

features of

be of constant

a

resistance,

natural fault.
or

resistance would not be too low for the fault."

The effect ot
does this
tens

a

in £

equivalent 1

marked, perhaps 40

What
per cent.
How many thousands or
worth ot copper and g.p., &c.,

sterling 1

pounds'
It

one

leak would not

quite

do

it, theu

would.

But to have
as

leak is

ot thousands of

would be
two

one

represent

only

dangerous

giveu

one or

nuisance.

leaks is to look upon the leak
Although the best position for a

two

amount ot leakance in

a

lump

is in the middle of the
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worst
cable, yet to have the given leakance in a lump is the
best
The
arrangement as regards its accelerative efficiency.
as much as possible,
is
leakance,
uniformly-spread
arrangement
with, however, a thoroughly useful residual terminal current
to work with, which current could be varied far more rapidly

than is
Is it

possible with a single leak.
impossible to find an insulator

of

comparatively

resistance which should be suitable in other respects ?
cable manufacturers would probably say. No.

graph

low

Tele

That,

however, need not be considered conclusive, because, as is well
known, when an industry or institution is once established, it
into grooves, and has to be moved out of them by
But should such an insulator be un
external agency, it at all.
attainable, then the only alternative is to have artificial leaks,
as
The theory is, I think, quite plain, and
many as possible.

always gets

practice is also, up to a certain point. But
be grooves again. For people working in established
ways have their own proper work to do, and have no time to
waste upon " tads."
So much is this the case that it often

I know that the
here

happens that they have exceedingly little knowledge of how
things would work out it they departed from the ruts they are
accustomed to run along. That is to say, the spirit of scientific
research, which was to some extent present in the industry in
its early stages, has nearly all evaporated, leaving behind
regular rules and a hatred of tads. I am no wild enthusiast,
having been a practician myself, but it has certainly been a
matter ot somewhat mild surprise to me that cable electricians,
who have had such unexampled opportunities in the last 20 or
30 years, say, should have done nothing in the matter ot leaks.
Perhaps there may turn out to be objections at present unthought of. The same could be said ot anything untried.
Several cases ot resistance to change ot established practice,
where the changes ultimately turned out to be of great benefit,
have come under my personal observation.
The proposed
were
believe
first
scouted
as fads,
changes
(I
quite honestly)
and the innovator was snubbed ; next, under pressure,
they
were
reluctantly tried ; thirdly, adopted as a matter ot course,
and the innovator snubbed again.
But this is the nature ot
and
can
be
seen
things,
everywhere around very notably in
the political world.
—
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Self-induction imparts Momentum to Waves, and that
carries them on. Analogy -with a Flexible Cord.
We have

§215.
tion

comes

now to consider in what
way self-induc
in to influence the transmission of waves along

The first step in this direction was made by Kirchhoff
ago as 1858, but it is only in recent years that selfinduction has become prominent as an active agent, and its
wires.

as

long

real resultant effect worked out and understood, more or
This effect is, on first acquaintance, a somewhat sur
leaa.

prising

and

paradoxical

of

Faraday,

telegraph

a

circuit, and make signals bigger and clearer !
it will be convenient to make

use

ot

an

impeding

in the

How, then,

apparatus.

it be beneficial in

can

knows the

Everyone

one.

effect ot self induction in

or

To

analogy

name

telephone

answer

this,

in the first

place.
is, in

There

the

problem

great

a

of

measure,

disturbances are

formal resemblance between

a

along which electromagnetic
telephone
being propagated, and the mechanical problem
circuit

a

of the transverse motions ot

a

stretched flexible cord.

But to

make the formal resemblance be also a practical resemblance,
several little things have to be attended to, and reservations
Now there

made.

are a

great

cerning wave-motion subject
analogies tor the use of the
case

ot

ia, up

flexible cord ia

a

to

a

certain

The commonest
stretched cord is

many mechanical problems con
which make better

to friction

mathematical

analogy.

; but the

point, easily
knowledge ot the transverse motions of a
concerning its normal vibrations, the funda

mental mode and its harmonics.
our

inquirer

less familiar to everyone, and
realisable.

more or

For

although we
and especially

But

we

do not want them in

may have something similar
Hertzian waves, it would not

with short waves,
be easy to set up such a state of things on a telegraph circuit,
which is usually so long as to prevent the assumption of normal
reflection at the ends. For the normal vibrations oi
modes

by

a

cord

are

of motion

complex

affairs,

depending not only upon propagation

along it, but also

on

the constraints to which it is

intermediately subjected.
gational effect to show itself distinctly.

terminally

or

stationary stretched

wire at

one

We desire the propaBut if we disturb a

end, the pulses produced

run
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practical observation. Take, then,
is some
a long india-rubber cord, suspended from a height, as
The speed of transmission of pulses
times done by lecturers.
disturbances to be
may be made small enough to allow the
to and fro too

for

quickly

conveniently watched. Then, if the cord hang vertically at
rest to begin with, and its lower end be momentarily jerked,
bringing it immediately back to its original position, a hump is
generated, which runs along to the fixed end. It is not much
changed in transit, and is reflected back; and re-reflected many
times. But we only want to consider the passage of a hump
one way.
Properly speaking, then, we should have so long a
Per
cord that reflection is (by frictional loss) insignificant.
haps a very long cord laid upon a surface ot ice would be more
"

"
fixed end be movable
suitable for the purpose. But it the
resisted
be
motion
and
its
by a force proportional
transversely,
to its velocity, their constant ratio may have such a value

given

to it

that the

(depending upon

waves, but

are

the

mass

and tension of the

absorbed

by

cord),

any reflected
The cord
the terminal resistance.

disturbances do not

arriving

produce

infinitely long. This is theory, ot
sufficiently good practical imitation
could be got by means ot a terminal block sliding upon a wire
with friction.
An imperfect cancellation of the reflection is
easily got.
Disregarding the slow change of type and the attenuation,
so that there is undistorted propagation ot a
hump, or ot a
succession of humps making a train of waves going one way
only, this case is analogous to the transmission of waves along
then behaves

as

it it

were

course, but I dare say

a

uniform circuit ot

S in the electrical

no

a

resistance.

The two constants L and

replaced by another two, viz., the
density (linear, or mass divided by length) and tension ot the
cord.
Thus, large permittance, that is, small elastance, means
small tension, or a slack cord ; and large inductance means a
It I said a
massive cord.
heavy cord, it might be thought
that its weight was concerned in the matter in question, but
it is not, save as a disturbing factor.
The transverse displace
ment of the cord may be compared with the transverse
voltage
Other comparisons
in the electrical circuit.
(theoretically
better) may be made, but this is perhaps the most convenient
it the motion ot humps be actually watched.
case are

"

"
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Now to imitate the action ot the resistance (assumed to be
of an electrical circuit, the transverse motion of the
cord must be frictionally resisted, and the
frictionality (or
coefficient ot friction) should be constant.
That is, the

constant)

friotional

force

should

bo

proportional

the

to

transverse

velocity. The motion ot the cord is frictionally resisted, both
internally and externally. It is very unlikely that this should
give rise to a constant frictionality, but there is a similarity
insofar as the waves sent along the cord do attenuate and are
distorted as they progress.
But the friction is not anything like enough in the case ot a
cord in air to imitate the submarine cable ; besides that, the
mass is too
great, and likewise the tension. Even to copy

going along very long copper wires ot low
should increase the friction in the mechanical

telephonic

waves

resistance,

we

it

analogue
in

we

desire to have
The cord

length.

a wave

an

equal

amount ot attenuation

should, therefore,

be in

a

viscous

medium, and the viscous resistance to the cord's motion should
be so great as to produce a marked attenuation during the
transit ot a hump, though it should not be so great as to
prevent its distinct propagation as a hump, without great dis

shape and spreading out. Under these circumstances
may exemplify low-resistance, long-distance, overland tele
phony, where the inductance is relatively large and the
permittance relatively small.
tortion of
we

But to imitate

cord of small

submarine cable

a

mass

in

a

highly

we

should have

viscous medium.

We

a

alack

can

then

hump only a little way along it as a hump, for it
becomes greatly distorted and diffused.
Consequently, if we
at
a great distance along the cord
the
displacements
compared

send

a

with those
state of

impressed

things quite

upon it at the free
different from what

end,

we

occurs

should find
in the

case

a

ot

india-rubber cord in air. The main features ot the originated
might be recognised, unless the attenuation were
but they would be out of all proportion. In particular,
too
an

disturbances

great,

there is
the

big

a

tendency

ones

persist.

to obliterate small

The

humps,

propagation

or

is of the

characteristic ot diffusion, quite unlike that of
waves.

If the slack cord could have

then imitate

a

submarine cable

no mass

wholly

at

ripples whilst
sluggish kind
purely elastic
all,

we

should

without inductance.
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Under these circumstances
to

we

like elastic

could convert the diffusive
by giving mass to the

something
changing either its tension or the frictionality,
we could,
a
continuous
increase of density, cause the nature
by
of propagation to pass continuously from the sluggish, diffusive
kind to the elastic kind with approximate preservation of form
of waves.
We might also do the same by increasing the
tension and reducing the frictionality, keeping the density
small (like, by reducing the permittance and the resistance
in an electrical circuit, bringing the inductance into impor
tance). But these are not immediately in question. By
increasing the mass, or equivalently the inertia of the cord,
we
impart momentum to the waves, which allows them to
be carried forward, in spite of the little tension, against the
resistance of the surrounding medium.
So it is in the electrical case.
By increasing the inductance
we impart momentum to the waves, and that carries them on.
This statement is independent of the particular mechanical
analogy that may be employed for illustration. It is probably
representative of the actual dynamics of the matter, associating
waves

cord.

Without

L with

inertia,

waves

and LC with momentum.

The soundness ot

this

dynamical explanation (made by me some years since in
asserting and proving the tact concerned) was endorsed by Lord
Kelvin.
And I am proud to add, for the benefit ot those who
excuse
themselves from understanding me by the plea
may
that I am a Schopenhauer (!), that Lord Kelvin expressed his
appreciation of the very practical way in which I had reduced
my theory to practice.
Many other dynamical arrangements might be alluded to,
exemplifying the power of inertial momentum to overcome
frictional resistance, but it is not easy to get a
good one
exhibiting elastic waves plainly.
To illustrate the nature, and to emphasise the
possible
magnitude of the effect, suppose we have the power of
continuously increasing the inductance ot an Atlantic cable
from a small quantity up to a very
large one, without altering
its resistance or p'?rmittance, and without
introducing any
other actions than those to be controlled
by resistance
permittance, and inductance. Starting with L 0, and making,
say, 1,000 waves per second at one end, there will be 1,000
=
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waves per second ot workable
magnitude only in a small part of
the cable near the sending end ; the amplitude will attenuate

to

insignificance,

not

miles is traversed.

exactly

But let

in the

waves

shore-end,

of the

same

but before 100
size

(which

will

need greater battery power to produce) be kept up at the
sending end whilst L is continuously increased all along the
cable.
The region ot practical waves will continuously extend
itself

right through
with little

the cable,

by a partial

attenuation

in

conversion to elastic
With very

transit.

big
nearly in
full size. Even then they could be doubled in size by the
reflection, though there would be no useful purpose served by
that. The amount of inductance required, however, to produce
waves,

inductance the

waves

would reach the distant end

these results would be out of all

induction,

serves

increases the

remarks

Nevertheless, the

reason.

its purpose in showing the action ot selfwhich is, as before stated, wholly beneficial, as it

illustration

on

amplitude

increasing

and lessens the distortion.

inductance will

come

Some

later.

The Bridge System
Heaviside, and suggested Distortionless

Self-induction combined with Leaks.
of Mr. A. W.

Circuit.

§

216. In the

combined with
came

meantime,

some

should

leakage
telephone.

in with the

few remarks
come

on

in here.

That was,

self-induction
Self-induction

originally,

a

mere

house-to-house affair. At any rate, lines were only a few miles
long. So condenser action was out ot practical question then.
On the other hand, the frequency of the currents concerned is
So the theory
very great, and that makes inertia important.
of telephones is a magnetic affair when the lines are short

enough, just as if they were lines in a laboratory.
But the telephone soon got beyond that, and it became
use ot longer and longer lines and under
necessary, with the
the influence ot their permittance in
examine
to
ground lines,
In hardly any case of
their inductance.
with
conjunction
and take the
telephony can we ignore the self-induction,
would
need
to be so large
resistance
The
permittance alone.
for
unsuitable
be
would
except
telephony,
lines
wholly
that tbe
So permittance and inductance usually
for mere local lines.
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of them
together in considering telephony, and if one
inductance.
the
than
ignorable it is the permittance rather
was an
Following the telephone came exchanges. But there
W.
A.
Mr.
Heaviside,
before
brother,
telephones. My
exchange
had an intercommunication exchange at Newcastle, using
alphabetical indicators, whereof the manipulation resembled
These were beautiful instruments
that ot the hurdy-gurdy.
ot
course, the telephone soon stopped their
mechanically ; but,
The exchange referred to was then turned into
manufacture.
a telephone exchange.
Now, in certain cases it was needed to
is

go

have many instruments in one circuit, with local intercommu
nication ; a sort of family arrangement, so to speak , for
example, a number of coal pits and colliery offices belonging
The custom was to set all the intermediates in
to one firm.
sequence (otherwise, but perhaps not so
in the circuit.
Why was this done ?
knew

no

It

better.

generally, being an
England, though, as
telephones, or with

was

soon

set

Simply

the custom to do

so

in

series)
they

because

in the

telegraphs

obvious arrangement not so much in
elsewhere. But when this was done with
—

call-instruments

found that the intermediates had

which very
mediates on

well, called

a

replacing them,

it

was

very deleterious influence,
limit to the admissible number ot inter
a

length ot the circuit, especially
underground wires were included. My brother, who took
up the telephone with ardour trom the first (making the first
one made in England, I believe), found by experiment that it
was quite unnecessary to put the instruments in sequence
according to old practice, and that an immense improvement
was made by taking them out of the circuit, and
putting them
across it, as shunts or bridges.
Like lamps in parallel, in fact.
a

circuit and to the

when

It

seems very easy and obvious now.
But it is not so easy to
conceive the state ot mind of old stagers.
Anyhow, the pro

position

to

put the instruments in bridge

pooh-poohed at
was
As, however,
being
demonstrably
a wonderful improvement it was
adopted, first at Newcastle,
and then elsewhere, and became known as the Bridge System.
When this system was brought to my knowledge, and I was
asked tor theoretical explanation, it presented itself in a double
First of all, there was the complete removal trom
aspect.
the circuit of intermediate impedance in big
lumps. This was

first,

not

understood.

was

it
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manifestly the main reason of the increase in working distance
possible, and why a tar greater number ot intermediates coidd
For they were not put in the circuit, but on it, so
be put on.
to speak.
The other aspect of the matter was this. Considering that the
bridge system consista electrically of a circuit with a number of
leaks on it, and bearing in mind my old investigations concern
ing leaks, I inquired whether the intermediates were not ac
tually beneficial to through communication, independently ot
the previous effect. Was not the articulation better, not merely
than if the intermediates

were

in series in the

circuit, but better

than if the shunts or bridges were removed altogether, leaving
insulation 1 My brother's answer waa Yes, certainly, in certain
oases, but doubtful in others. It appeared, however, to be only
a minor effect, ot not much importance compared with the major
one.

Besides,

the

bridges

caused

a

weakening

ot the

intensity

of the speech received when many bridges were passed. To pre
vent this weakening becoming inconveniently great, the inter
mediate call-instruments in bridge were purposely made to have

considerable resistance and inductance, far more than would be
needed or desirable for their natural use. This tended to
the line from

prevent the currents passing along
the shunts, and especially so as regards

frequency, and allowed

them to be

entering
high

the currents ot

transmitted in greater

magnitude.
It will be observed here that the expediting effect of leakage
(§§213, 214) is merely incidental, and ia, in

considered before

fact, partly destroyed by the large impedance of the bridges,

mitigate the attenuative evil. The shunts are
inductive shunts, intentionally very much inductive. Now,
for submarine cables were nonmy proposed leaks (§214)
and
so, though it may be remarked
in order to

inductive,

intentionally

that it would make very little difference with the slow signalling
On the other hand,
ot Atlantic cables if they were inductive.
Silvanua Thompson ia to use induc
a recent proposal of Prof.
The arrangement ia electrically aa in
tive shunts on cables.
the
but
object is different. This point will
the bridge aystem,
be returned to.

The
to

me

investigation ot this bridge system
the distortionless circuit,

as

of

telephony suggested
acknowledged

I have before

FF

2
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It may bs ot interest
p. 402).
since it is not presented to one by the

("Electrical Papers," Vol. IL,
to state how it

came

above-described

about,

experiences

with the

bridge system.

The ques

tion waa. What was the effect ot a bridge, or of a succession of
bridges, when the self induction ot the line waa not negligible 1

bridges can be very readily stated for
There is no difficulty, either, in
ot
course.
currents,
the full formulso required to express the voltage and

Now the influence ot the

steady
finding

current and their variations in any

part of the system when

the inductance and

operative,

ot

leaks,

when

one

permittance

are

how to do it.

knows

formula} thus obtained

as

well

as a

set

But the

general
complicated to be

are altogether too
I
was, therefore, led to examine the
interpretable.
readily
effect produced by a leak on a wave passing it ot the elastic
type. This implies thatthe resistance ot the line is sufficiently
low tor waves ot the frequency concerned to retain that type
approximately. (Ln should be greater than R.) Now this was
comparatively an easy problem, and the result was to show that
a leak (or conductance in bridge) had the opposite effect on a
wave passing it along the line to that of a resistance inserted
in the circuit at the same place, in this sense :
A resistance in
the circuit reflects the charge positively and the current
negatively, or increases the charge and reduces the current
—

behind the resistance.
the

On the other hand,
and

a

leak reflects

the

charge negatively, or in
creases
the current and reduces the charge behind the
leak.
{See also §§ 197, 209.) A resistance and a leak
together at the same place therefore tend to counteract one
another in producing a reflected wave, leaving only an at
tenuating effect on the transmitted wave. This led to the
distortionless circuit. For although the compensation of the
current

positively

resistance in the circuit and the conductance

across

it is im

when

they are finite, it becomes perfect when they are
infinitely small. They may then be a part ot the circuit itself,
namely, the resistance a part of the resistance ot the line, and
the conductance a part ot the leakage.
We now have perfect
perfect

compensation

with this one,

and leaks ot the

or

any number ot successive resist

kind, provided their ratio is pro
perly chosen. This occurs when R and K, the resistance and
conductance per unit length of circuit, of the line and ot tho

ances

same
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same

ratio

as

other constants, L and S.
Or, when L/R S/K,
equality ot the electric and magnetic time-constants.
=

the two

indicating

There is
undistorted transmission of any kind ot signals. And
since every circuit has R, L, and S, it follows that it can be
now an

made distortionless

the addition ot

leakage alone of a certain
permitted by the ap
of
aud
S.
R, L,
proximate constancy
{Sec Electrical Papers,''
Vol. IL, pp. 119 to 168, tor detailed theory ot the distortionless
circuit.)
In § 213 we saw that even in the electrostatic theory leakage
would allow us to signal as fast as we liked provided we could
amount,

or

by

distortionless to the extent

"

do it with

an

infinitesimal current.

made

distortionless,
rapid charge and discharge.
circuit

was

but

This
on

waa

not because the

account of the

infinitely

Now the inclusion of the in

fluence of self-induction shows that we can do the same with a
finite leakage conductance, and have finite distortionless sig
nals, due to waves ot the purely elastic type. Given R and S

then,

it L should be

so

small that the introduction ot K ot the
condition should

proper amount to reach the distortionless

produce

unreasonable attenuation, then one way ot curing this
For then a smaller amount of leakage
L, the smaller need K be, and when it

would be to increase L.
The bigger
will serve.

This brings us round
then very little K is needed.
at the end of § 215, where we had elastic waves
with little attenuation on an Atlantic cable got without any
and since we see now that very little leakage is needed
is very
to the

big,

case

leakage,
to

is

bring about the distortionless condition, we conclude
approximately distortionless without the leakage.

that it

Evidence in Favour of Self-induction. Condition of First-Class

Telephony.

Importance of the Magnetic Reactance.
is the evidence in favour of the

§ 217. Let us now ask what
beneficial action of self-induction.
it is

the

There

was

plenty

in

1887;

overwhelming now. But there are two sorts of evidence,
theoretical and the experiential. The two are not funda

mentally different,
than the latter.

however ; only the former is more indirect
Wo have certain electrical laws established,
work followed by mathematical inves-

mainly by laboratory
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and there is

tigation,

do not hold

good

no

reason

out ot doors

as

CH. IV.

whatever to suppose that they
well as inside. The important

is to correctly recognise the prevailing conditions and
determine their results.
Now, if you can be pretty sure that
you have done this, and have confidence in your investigations,

thing

then you may consider that you prove a thing, even though
there may be no direct evidence. Discoveries are frequently
"
made in this way.
A foundation of experimental fact there
must be ; but upon this a great structure of theoretical de

duction
no

based, all rigidly connected together by pure
necessarily as true as the premises, provided
made.
To guard against the possibility of mis

be

can

reasoning,

and all

mistake is

take and

oversight, especially oversight, all conclusions must
later be brought to the test ot experiment ; and if
disagreeing therewith, the theory itself must be re-examined, and
the flaw discovered, or else the theory must be abandoned."
(Oliver Lodge.) But to convince other people is quite another
matter.
They may not be competent to understand the
evidence.
Or they may be fully competent, but not have suffi
cient acquaintance with the subject ; or not have time to
sooner

or

examine it ;

Then,

aa

or

Elijah

not have the energy ; or have no interest in it.
said to the priests of Baal, you must " Call him

louder !"

Now, the foundation of fact is the experimental facts of elec
and the laws deduced therefrom, though these laws are
sometimes more comprehensive than the facts upon which
they
are based.
But there was, in 1887, a certain amount ot direct
evidence as well, quite enough to make the theoretical con
clusions practically certain, by the confirmation they afforded.

tricity

Assuming

the electrostatic

which, however, there

theory

to be true in

telephony (for

any sufficient warrant) we can
They indicate that the product

was never

calculate its consequences.
RSP of the total resistance and the total
the distance I through which
telephony is

permittance limits
possible. How big
the very complicated

it may be is questionable, on account of
nature of the problem when the human is taken in as a
part
of the mechanism.
We cannot say
certainly beforehand how
much distortion is permissible before the human will fail to

recognise certain sounds

theory

shows

such

as speech.
But the electrostatic
very considerable distortion even when
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low

as 5,000 or 7,000 ohms x
microfarads, that it
credible that any sort of
telephony could be prac
ticable if it were much
bigger, as 10,000 for

is

as

scarcely

example. Perhaps

5,000 might be taken as the practical limit for rough purposes.
But experience showed that
good telephony was got up to
10,000 and higher, in this country with circuits including

underground cables, as well as in America, where long-distance
telephony had already made a good beginning. Manifestly the
electrostatic theory was erroneous by direct as well aa indirect

evidence. Now the inclusion ot the influence of self-induction
in the theory explained these results
(and also the failure of
iron wires and the

success

ot

copper)

and

pointed

out

how to

improve

upon them, viz., by directing us to lower R and
increase L in order to increase the value ot RSP possible. So
there was sufficient direst evidence then to satisfy
anyone com

petent to judge
judiced by the

who considered it

fairly without being pre
Since that time, the
squares.
amount ot this direct evidence has been greatly
multiplied,
and RSP has

law of the

got up

to

50,000,

whioh may be about ten times

probable value under purely electrostatic con
ditions. But there is nothing critical about 50,000.
It might
be 500,000 it the circuit were long enough.
We may need to
reduce 11 when we increase I, but not in proportion to the
inverse square of I, or anything like it.
Any long circuit may be made approximately distortionless
if the magnetic side of the phenomena can be made important,
and withoutthe inconvenience ofthe leakage needed to. remove
the d.stortion, which leakage, however, is essential when the
magnetic side cannot be made important. The useful guide in
considering telephony is tlie size of the quantity R/Lra, the
as

great

as

the

ratio of the resistance to the reactance, the two terms appear
ing in (R^ -I- L"rt'-)\ the impedance of unit length ot circuit,

apart

from the

The term
seems

siffuity

to

me

"

permittance.

to be

the value of

tion of coils and
ance.

a

"

was lately proposed in France, and
practical word. It may be generalised to
Lji, positive or negative, of any combina

reactance

condensers, L being then the effective induct

When L and the reactance

are

positive,

the

and when it is
prevails and the current lags ;
leads.
the electric side prevails and the current

side

magnetic
negative,
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ratio
present, however, R and L are as before. Now the
is
of
L
influence
small,
the
If
so,
R/hn may be very large.
At

something like the electrostatic theory,
the
ot
n be such as to make the ratio always
provided
range
large. But this state ot things is quite unsuitable for long
distance telephony. The most suitable state is when R/Lre is
and

we

shall have

n ; that is,
proper fraction throughout the whole range of
We shall then
when R ia less than the smallest value of Ln.
have approximately distortionless propagation ot the type

a

f{x)

=

e-^"'y{x-vt),

may be seen by examining the solution for simply periodic
waves, and observing that when E/L» is small we have nearly
the same attenuation in a given distance at all frequencies (not
too low), so that there is little distortion, and the element of
as

tends to

frequency

and

disappear altogether,

reduce the

we

formula to the above
Practice

type.
shows, however, that this

sarily good

for

commercial

state ot

telephony,

considerable amount ot distortion.

things

is

unneces

which admits of

Then

R/Ln

a

is not less

than 1

throughout the whole range ot n, but is greater at the
frequencies and less at the higher.-* For example, if the
lowest value of n be 625, and L 20 (centim. per centim,, usual
units), the least value ot Lra is 12,500, If also the resistance
is 5 ohms per kilometre, then R is 50,000.
The value of
is
4
at
the
lowest
and
then
2, 1, ij, ^, ^ at
R/hn
frequency,
the five successive octaves, the last being at ?i= 20,000,
Here
we have an excellent state ot things from ?i= 2,500
up to
20,000, and only at the low frequencies does R prevail over
low

=

It R be

hn.

which is

halved,

done),

then

or

L be doubled

(for

is less than 1

R/hn

upwards. Divide n by 27r to
has nothing to do with the
Committee want to consecrate.

obtain the

from

frequency.

ridiculous 4?r
The

it is indifferent
re

=

1,250

This 27r

which the B,A,
in calcu

significant point

lations ot this kind is the

position ot n in the scale ot frequency
produces equality ot R and hn. When it is low we
good quality ; when high, then relatively bad. Perhaps

which
have

the American electricians may be able from their extended
■*

See my "Electrical

Vol, 11,

Pai)ers

"

for details ;

especially App. C,
>

p, 339.
•
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experience to give practical information on this and other
points concerned in telephony, and construct an empirical
formula of a sound character for
determining the limiting dis
tance roughly in terms ot the electrical data, with
giveu kinds
ot instruments tor transmission and
It
should be
reception.
understood that the above remarks do not apply to short lines,
at least in general.
We may, indeed, so arrange matters that
the above \type is still preserved (with R/hn less than 1) by

practical

annihilation of reflected waves, but otherwise serious
And with very short lines we

modification may be needed.
may

apply

Various

a

purely magnetic theory,

Ways, good

and

ot

course.

bad, of increasing the Inductance

of Circuits.

Supposing, now, that practicians have come to discard
supposed limitations so persistently asserted by official
electricians in England, and to open their eyes to the part
played by self-induction, they will naturally recognise the wide
possibilities that are suggested in future developments, and
want to know whether such possibilities can be converted into
actualities, and whether the conversion is practicable. For
myself, I am not much concerned in this part ot the question.
It is for practicians to find out practical ways of doing things
that theory proves to be possible, or not to find them if they
should be impracticable. Nevertheless, since I am responsible
tor these views concerning the parts played by self-induction
and leakage, I add a few remarks on the applicational side.
The ideal is the distortionless circuit, requiring both selfIt we utiliae the present existent
induction and leakage.
inductance only, then the needed leakage may be too great by
§

218.

the

hand, it the existent induct
small, in the sense described
in § 217, we do not want the leakage particularly, or not at all
practically, it may be. It is clear, then, that we should aim
at making L/R, the magnetic time-constant, as big aa posaible.
Now, here is one way ot doing it. If, a few years ago, an old
practitioner was asked to put upa long-distance telephone circuit,
he being under the belief that R should be high, or at least

On the other
far in many cases.
ance is big enough to make R/hn

that it need not be small, and that L should be

as

small

aa
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in order to

possible,

prevent the deleterious action of self-

induction, would probably carry out his principles by putting
ot a pair ot
up a circuit, several hundred miles long, consisting
fine wires, put quite close together.
Or, it he was tree from the
But still close
error as regards R, he would use larger wires.
together, for that makes L the smallest. Also, he would not
consider this to be bad as regards S, the permittance, being
under the belief that the
was

just

one

permittance

of the circuit of two wires

halt that ot either with

respect

to the

earth,

so

proximity did no harm in increasing condenser action,
whilst it destroyed the deleterious self-induction.
Now, such
a circuit might do very well tor local telephony, but for the
purpose required there could not be a worse arrangement.
The supposed case is not an extravagant one, since it involves
The cure would
the carrying out of official views thoroughly.
be quite easy. Increase the inductance by separating the wires
It necessary, reduce R as
as widely as possible or convenient.
well. The permittance will also be reduced in about the same
ratio as the inductance is increased.
By this simple process L
may be largely multiplied, say from 2 to 20 (cm, per cm,), a
tenfold magnification, without separating the wires so much as
to require a double line of poles.
This way ot doing it is the
secret of the success ofthe long-distance telephony which arose in
America when iron was discarded,
L is made important, and
R is kept low. But although L increases very fast on initial
that their

separation of wires, it does not continue to increase fast
further separation, so that practical limitations are soon set
the process.
The above
may be turned into a very

shows how

on

to

very bad line
the inductance.

example
good one by increasing
Another way is suggested, but only to be immediately
rejected. It is, nevertheless, instructive to study failures.
We can increase L to any extent by using finer and finer wires.
This would be admirable if it were all.
But, unfortunately,
this proceaa alters R, and faster still ; so that
R/L increases
instead of diminishing.
Consider, tor simplicity, merely a wire
with a concentric tube tor return.
Then R/L is nearly propor
tional to RS,
Now Lord Kelvin gave a formula long ago,
showing that this quantity was made a minimum when the
radii ot the tube and wire bore a certain ratio.
Then L/R is
a maximum,
approximately, aud ou decreasing the radius of
a
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off, ultimately very rapidly, which
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is the

ot what is wanted.

A third way must also be

immediately rejected. By using
largely with steady currents.
But then the skin effect, or
imperfect penetration, becomes
important with telephonic currents in iron wires. It does two
things, both harmful. It lowers L and increases R, So we
do not get the large increase of L suggested at first, but
only
a
comparatively small one with currents ot great frequency,
and we do get a lot of extra resistance that should
particularly
be avoided. Iron wires are failures for long-distance telephony,
as was found
long ago.
iron wires

The

we

can

increase L

of

copper-coated iron or steel wires is doubtful.
uaed in America, and it was said that they
were successful for
long-distance telephony. But here, evidently,
the copper is very important in giving conductance. As regards
case

Such wirea

were

the interior iron core, it must be considered very questionable
'.yhether it can be so good as an amount ot copper of the
same resistance
(Steady). It is not well placed for increasing

the

inductance, and the imperfect penetration

will

operate

injuriously.
If

we

put the iron outside the copper the iron will be better

situated for
but will act

increasing L tor steady currents (which is no good),
injuriously with rapidly oscillating currents, and

partly prevent the utilisation
if it be thick enough to make

ot the conductance of the copper,
the increased L important.

The above considerations show that it iron be introduced to
increase the inductance it should not be in the main

circuit,

but external to it.

There are, then, two principal ways sug
to load the dielectric itself with finely-divided

gested. First,
iron, and plenty of it. This is very attractive from the
theoretical point ot view, as it results in the production ot a
strongly magnetic insulator, which is practically homogeneous
in bulk, being, therefore, a sort of non-conducting iron ot low
permeability. In this way L, as compared with the same with
There is a partially
out the iron, may be multiplied greatly.
due
to
increased
counteractive influence, however,
permittance.
It is like
This plan is interesting, in view of the wave theory.
the speed ot pro
and
in
the
ether,
lowering
p
multiplying
pagation, but at the same time allowing waves to keep up
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against the resistance of wires they may be running along. But
as
regards the practicability of this plan I say nothing, except
that I have often smiled at
than

one sense

core

resembling

ironic),
a

this ironic insulator

(in more
telephoning through a
the
copper wire run through

and the idea ot

poker

with

a

middle.
The other way is to put the divided iron outside the working
Then it had better not be divided into particles,
but in the way well known to dynamo and transformer people,

dielectric.

cut up

so

as

to facilitate the flux ot

electrically non-conducting transversely

induction, whilst being
thereto.

Now it may be said that submarine cables of the present
having cores surrounded by a large quantity ot iron, have
inductance
a

solid

already.

But it does not follow.

If the iron

type,

large

was

in

tube, then undoubtedly L would be much magnified

steady currents. But it is not a solid tube, as it consists
spirally laid separate stout iron wires. The magnetic con
tinuity is interrupted, and the permeance is much reduced, as
But
Prof. Hughes pointed out (equivalently) some years ago.
besides that, when the current is not steady, we do not utilise
with

ot

the iron even in the above imperfect manner.
This is par
ticularly the case with telephonic currents, when imperfect
penetration will still further reduce the effective inductance.
So the increased L due to the sheath must be far less than
of iron

Again,

there is the the

increased resistance due to the sheath not

being properly
a
considerably

large quantity
divided to

prevent

it.

might suggest.
The

case

is therefore

one.
Whilst we can say with confidence that with the
very slow signalling which obtains through an Atlantic cable
the sheath cannot make much difference, it is not easy to

mi-xed

decide whether its action is beneficial with

telephonic

currents to

any great extent, though it would be if there were no increased
It is not even easy to say vfhat is the L ot a sub
resistance.
marine cable under the circumstances.
A least value is

readily

obtained,

but the

magnitude

of the increase due to the iron and

the outside return current is rather

speculative. It may be
deserving ot attention to change the type of the iron
sheathing, so as to increase L and keep down R, Remember
here, that although there is plenty of evidence of the beneficial
(and very important) influence of this principle when it is
well

THEORY

carried out in
am

aware,

no

a

OF
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direct and natural manner, there is, so far as I
evidence yet published of the equi

experimental

valent

success ot indirect
ways
Another indirect way is this.

involving

Or, combine

inductance

together

the

the

use

of iron.

Instead ot

uniformly spread inductance, try
tance.
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to

trying to get large
large average induc
have large distributed
in isolated lumps.
This

get

two, and

with inductance

a

the insertion ot inductance coils at intervals in the
That is to say, just as the effect ot uniform
leakage may be imitated by leakage concentrated at distinct
means

main circuit.

points,

80 we

should

try

to imitate the inertial effect of uniform

inductance by concentrating the inductance at distinct points.
The more points the better, ot course. Say m coils in the
or 2m. coils ot
the same total inductance, and
therefore each ot halt the inductance ; or mn coils each of
one «."■ the inductance ot the first.
The electrical difficulty
here is that inductance coils have resistance as well, and if this

length I,

be too
seem

great the remedy is

worse

than the disease. But it would

to be sufficient if the effect ot the extra resistance be

ot minor

importance compared with the effect of the increased
This means using coils ot low resistance and the
largest possible time-constants. For suppose 4 ohms per kilom.
inductance.

is the natural resistance, and there be one coil per kilom,
a resistance ot 1 ohm.
This will raise the average

having

resistance to 5 ohms per kilom. ; and if the time-constant be
big enough, the extra inductance may far more than nullify
The same reasoning applies to coils at
the resistance evil.

greater intervals, only of course in a more imperfect manner.
To get large inductance with small resistance, or, more generally,
to make coils having large time-constants, requires the use of
plenty of copper to get the conductance, and plenty of iron to
get the inductance, employing a properly closed magnetic circuit
properly divided to prevent extra resistance and cancellation
of the increased inductance.

category

of those mentioned

sideration showed to be

worse

This

plan

does not

before, which
than useless.

a

belong

to the

moment's
It is

a

con

straight

forward way of increasing L largely without too much increase
resistance, aud may be worth working out and development.
But I should add that there is, so far, no direct evidence ot
ot

the beneficial action ot inductance

brought

in in this way.
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The combination with leaks does not need any
mention in detail after what has been

particular

already said relating

the distortionless circuit, which is the theoretical ideal,
without too
any approach to which is desirable it it be done
increase L
should
we
much loss ; bearing in mind, too, that
I have confined
first in preference to putting on leaks first.-*
to

myself

so

thereof.

and

far entirely to my theory of 1886-87 and results
Inductive shunts involve some other considerations,

modified

a

theory.

Effective Resistance and Inductance of a Combination when
regarded as a Coil, and Effective Conductance and Per
mittance -when regarded

as a

Condenser.

§ 219. In any electromagnetic combination the effects of
electric and magnetic energy are antagonistic in some respects.
we may say that magnetic inductances tend to neutralise
electric permittances. Or, more generally, that the effects of
elastic compliance and of inertia tend to neutralise one another.
Thus, when a coil is under the action ot an impressed simply
periodic voltage, the current lags, owing to the self-induction.

Or

But it

lag

is

condenser be introduced in sequence with the coil, the
diminished, and may be reversed or converted into a lead.
a

The result on the current is the same as it we substituted for
the coil another of the same resistance and of reduced in

negative inductance. Thus, the resistance
being R-i-hp, where R and L are its
resistance and inductance, and p is the differentiator d/dt ; and
that of the condenser being (Sp)~i, where S is its permittance,

ductance,

operator

or even

of

of the coil

when the two

are

in sequence the resistance

operator of the

combination is
Z

which,

p''=

—

in

n^,

a

or

=

R+

simply periodic
p

=

Lp-\-{Sp)-\
(I)
state ot frequency n./2?r,
making

ni, becomes
Z^R +

L,-X

-^K^-s-^>
■*

But remember the influence of the

inductance.
to

nothing,

frequency in conjunction with the
be very beneficial when self-induction does next
before described.

Leakage
as

(^)

can
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Thia ahowa that the effective inductance ot the condenser,
which is
(Sre2)-ij is additive with real inductance when in
-

therewith, and being negative, reduces the effective
inductance of the combination trom L to L (S»-)-i.

sequence

-

But when the condenser and coil
convenient to

use

in

are

parallel,

the conductance operators.

it is

more

Thus

Y={R-\-hp)-'' + Sp

(3)

is the conductance operator ot the coil and condenser in parallel,
being the sum of the conductance operators ot the coil and con

denser taken

separately.

And when p

ni,

we

convert Y to

^

R^-l-L-7i2

from which

=

that the combination is

equivalent to a
(R^ -F LV)~i and ot permittance
S
L (R* -f LV)~i. The steady conductance being R~i, we see
that the effective conductance is reduced by the self-induction.
we

see

condenser ot conductance R
-

At the
become

ot

same

time the effective

comparison

case

(1), (2)

is

permittance

Remember that in

negative.
a

condenser,

the standard of

(3)

is

and may
the standard

reduced,

and

(4)

coil ; whereas in the former
comparison is a coil, not a con

not

a

For further information regarding resistance and con
"
Electrical Papers," Vol, II. , p. 355, and
ductance operators see
elsewhere. The present remarks are merely definitive and

denser.

introductory to the theory of waves sent along a circuit, either
naturally, or partly controlled by subsidiary arrangements. The
comparison with a coil is, I believe, more generally useful.
Then we imagine any combination to be replaced by a simple
ooil whose resistance and inductance are those (effectively) of
the combination.

preferable.

Then

But there
we

are cases

imagine

when the other way is

the combination

replaced by

condenser whose conductance and permittance are those
(effectively) of the combination. And in the following it will be
convenient to use both ways in the same investigation.
a

Inductive Leaks applied to Submarine Cables.

§220. Now imagine the permittance ot a submarine cable to
Let S be the
be concentrated in lumps at a number of pointa.
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permittance of
shunted

by

one

of

the

equivalent

condensers.

coil of such R and L that S

a

=

the above that the state ot the

know

by
periodic, will

be the

same

as

L

If it be

(R2-f-LV)-i,

we

cable, when simply

if the condenser and coil

were

replaced by a simple leak of conductance
This reasoning applies to every condenser, it
R (R2 4- hV)-^.
it have its appropriate coil, or to any selected group we please.
But if the frequency be changed the permittance will come into
sight again, ot the real or positive kind, or of the fictitious
negative kind, as the case may be. We have, therefore, the
power ot reducing the effective permittance of a cable under
simply periodic forces, by means of numerous auxiliary induc
tive shunts or leaks, and ot practically cancelling it at a par
ticular frequency. How will this work out in the transmission
of telephonic currents through the cable ?
From the purely theoretical point of view one may be some
what prejudiced against the system at first. For, obviously,
That is got by balancing
it is not a distortionless arrangement.
the self-induction of the main circuit against the lateral permit
tance, which can, subject to practical limitations, be done per
fectly. That ia, there is a balance at any frequency, or the
idea of periodic frequency does not enter at all.
I doubt
removed and

can be any other distortionless circuit than that
the absence ot another) I always refer to as the dis

whether there
which

(in

tortionless circuit.

With inductive shunts

tial neutralisation ot the
vary very

widely during

we
produce a par
the
amount
ot which may
permittance,
the transmission of telephonic currents.

Remember, too, that during the change from one frequency
to another there are other phenomena than those concerned
during the maintenance of a simply periodic state of variation.
Nevertheless, we should be careful not to be prejudiced against
an
imperfect plan merely because it is so manifestly imperfect.
It may

perhaps be more easily applied than a theoretically
perfect system, and may possess practical advantages ot import
ance.
Now this is a matter for practical experiment and
expe
rience.
But it is just here that there is an almost
complete
dearth ot information. For although Prof, Silvanus
Thompson-*
has mentioned that he has made many experiments,
yet he has
*

"

Ocean

Telephony," Chicago Congress, 1893,
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only described one case in which an inductive shunt was found
good. It was an artificial cable ot 7,000 ohms and 10 micro
farads. Presuming that there was a fairly good spreading of
the permittance, we see that the permittance is that of about
40 kilometres ot
more

like that of

would

a

submarine

1,000

or

cable, whilst
2,000 kilometres.

the resistance is
The inductance

be very small. We see that the example does
not well represent a submarine cable.
We should rather com

probably

a very long overland circuit of
very much smaller
per kilometre than the cable.
Only, such a circuit,
put up, would have a large inductance, so that there

pare it with

permittance
if

properly

ia

a

failure here.

However,

312 ohms and

a

it is mentioned that

time-constant ot 0-005

sec,

one

shunt of

rendered tele

phonic transmission possible except for shrill sounds, I cannot
help thinking that Prof, Thompson has been much too reticent
He will perhaps furnish us with
on the experimental side.
fuller information later

At present there is little

on.

to

judge by.
General Theory of Transmission of Waves along
with or without Auxiliary Devices,

§ 221, In the meantime
may

perhaps

matter,

applied

I

the

put

theory

Circuit

following theory and formulae
who. may desire to go into the

the

be useful to those

to various other

a

into such

a

form that it may be

auxiliary arrangements. Let
voltage and the current, at distance

cases

ot

V and C be the transverse
Let their connections be
X, at time t.

_^ ZC,
dx

-^
dx

=

where Z ia

a

reaistance

operator, and Y

a

=

YV,

...

(5)

conductance operator,

described in §219, ouly now belonging to unit length ot
In the simplest case Z reduces to a resistance, and Y
circuit.
But in general Z and Y
to a conductance, per unit length.
as

in unlimited number, being then
may have various forms,
and ot the time differentiator
constants
electrical
functions of
no
are
devices, and the natural resist
there
auxiliary
When
V,
inductance L, leakance K, and permittance S (all per
ance

R,

imit

length)

are

constants, then

Z

=

R+

hp,

we

have
Y

=

K-i-S^,

...

(6)
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But whatever the forms ot Y and Z may
in finite terms or transcendental, we may reduce them to the
state of
when the
standard forms

before, § 201—4,

as

be,

=

simply periodic

(6)

simple

maintained, by employing the transformation

vibration is

p
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We

ni, orp''= -n^.

examine

ot

caaea

see

from this that

simple periodicity

practically

we can

might

which

at first seem

all bounds ot practicability.
Note, however, that
"forces" and "fiuxes" should be in constant ratios, so that

beyond
such

phenomena

hysteresis, magnetic

as

electric,

or

are

ex

cluded.
From

equations (5)

we

that the characteristic

see

equation

of Vis

^
dx^
provided

Y and Z

are

YZV

=

=

22v,

independent of

say,

....

(7)

This restriction ia not

x.

necessary one, but, ot course, it makes an important practical
simplification to have uniformity along the circuit. In (7) q''
a

the

interesting

matter

ot the

type (7),

or

connected with
of the

partial
general type

more

V2V

appropriate
tion

occurs

we may notice an
differential equations

operator YZ^ and in passing

represents

=

(8)

22V,

to three dimensions in space.
This type of equa
in all aorts of phyaical problems, V being some

variable which ia propagated through a medium in a manner
depending upon the nature of the operator q% which involvea
the time-differentiator.
function ot p,

such,

for

It is uaually a very simple
example, as to bring in only

and second derivatives of V with
far

I

as

know,

which involve

characteristic,

no

respect

physical problems

an

irrational

as, for

have

to the

It

might, indeed,
form

time, and,

so

themselves

presented

partial differential equation

for

example,
VWr={a + bp + c^^yY.

this

rational
the first

seem,

at

first

sight

that

.

a

.

.

.

(9)

characteristic of

physically impossible, being meaningless.
Nevertheless, it is quite easy to see by the way equation (7) was
constructed out of the components (5), that real physical
problems
as are

was

may involve irrational characteristic equations, such
For if either Y or Z be irrational.

exemplified by (9).
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easily (in imagination, not so easily in
auxiliary devicea making Y or Z irrational.
Similar remarka apply to (8),
It results from the union of
two distinct equations involving two variables, one ot which is
30

execution)

we can

choose

then eliminated to make the characteristic.

component equations involves

It either of the

irrational operator, the cha
racteristic resultant will be irrational.
It must not be imagined

that the

solutions of such

reasoning

are

an

equationa obtained by physical
beyond the range of mathematics,
or that the results are
physically meaningless. Some partial
characteristics of the form (8), with irrational right members,
1 have examined and solved,
I should imagine that there will
a field tor equations of the kind in the future
be
probably
study
of the complicated influence of matter upon phenomena which
occur in their simpleat manner in the ether away from matter,
aa in the theory ot dispersion ot light, for example, of electric
absorption, and in similar subjects.
Returning to equation (7), the general solution involves two
arbitrary functions of the time, as in the form

impoasible

V
But it is
from

coshg^-.Vo-t-^'""^^ZCQ
1

=

preferable

a source

complications

into

or

to take the case ot disturbances

an

infinitely long cable,

ia the solution

=

representing V

of the time

at

x

=

propagated

in order to eliminate

due to reflections and terminal
V

tion

(10)

(11)

^-«%
at a;, < due to

0, the origin.

Then

apparatua.

Vd given

And the

aa a

func

current is

given by

^^i^^d")''"'^^'
by using
To

see

Vq, give
p is

put

the first of
the final

=

leakance and for Z the

•

•

<^2)

due to the continued action of couBtant

values they assume when
expressions, viz., for Y the ateady
steady resistance per unit length, and

(12), the

geometric mean. To find how this
generally, to interpret (11), (12)

state is arrived

when Vq is any
function of the time, demands tbe conversion ot these
gg2

at, and,

given

•

(5),

state

q, Y, and Z in (11),
0 in their general

for q their

■

more
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equations to proper algebraical form by execution of the analy
tical operations implied in q, Y, and Z. This we are not con
cerned with here, except aa regarda the caae arising when Vq is
a
simply periodic function. Then put p ni, and reduce Z to
R-hLp, and Y to K-f-Sp, as before stated, equations (6),
making (11), (12) become
=

V

where

q

=

(13)

e-«'=VQ,

{R-\-hpy(K-bSp)i.

=

(15)

....

These expreaaiona have next to be reduced to the form
(A-t-Bp)VQ, which ia a matter of common algebra. When
done
P

or

shall find that it

we

Q

=

(i)* [(R3 -1- UnJ (K^ -t- S-'n'')^ ± (RK

LSre^)]*,

-

(16)

.

then the V solution is
Y

=

e£-^'sm{nt-Qx),

...

Vq e sin nt at the origin. From this, by
first ot (5), giving
_dY
dx
R-Lp dY
ri_

due to

_

R' + Un^

hp

may derive the C aolution.
loping (14), The result is
we

where the value ot P^ -^

p2-(.Q2

Q2

'

is

Or

we

'

of the

use

'

dx'
may derive it

^,,^.'

by deve

given by

(R2 + LV)*(K2-f-S2n2)J.

=

the

_

'

R+

(17)

.

=

.

(20)

.

It may be only necessary to consider the amplitudes ot V
and C, and, of course, C is most important. That of V ia
obviously e e"^*, by (17), That ot C may be got from (19), and
ia expressed by

(C)
The

wave

apeed
''

v

=

(LS)~'.

+
'K2H-SVY-P:.
^nV--er^

m/Q,

the

wave

.

.

.

(21)

length 2ir/Q, and
(21) is

the

Another convenient form of

periodicity ?i/2jr.

where

is

=

''

hv

yi+R'/Un'J

'

^

'
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to Inductive Leakance,

222. The above

§
simply periodic solution is disCuased in
my "Electrical Papers," Vol, H. (especially p, 396 andp, 339),
when R, L are the natural effective resiatance and inductance,
and K, S the leakance and permittance
per unit length, the
latter

pair being aupposed to be the same at all frequencies,
by Prof, Perry, Phil, Mag., August, 1893, may also
be conaulted, but I do not think he is right in some ot his
conclusions,) But the same formulse are applicable when
auxiliary devicea are employed, if they are numerous enough,
by a process analogous to the obvious one of representing
large numbers ot separate leaks by uniform leakance.

(A

paper

in th^

Thus,

of inductive

case

shunta,

if

treat them

we

as a

set ot

separately located ahunta, the full theory ia very com
plicated, becauae it requires a separate formula for every section
of the

line.

The beat

inductive leakance

to

course

Thus, let

and A the inductance of the leak

The

to

diatribute the

imagination, of course. The
fullest possible carrying out of the

result will represent the
principle concerned, and more.
ot cable.

take ia

in

uniformly,

reciprocal

belonging

of p is ot

course

p be the reaistance,
to the unit length

the

leakance

steady

But it does not operate fully when the state
per unit length.
We shall now have
is changing, owing to A.

Y=;^+'^^'
p-\- Ap
where

p~i,

{p + Xp)~^

whilst

have to

develops

steady permittance per unit length. We
special Y in the above formulae to represent
In the simply periodic caae
inductive leakage.

thia

the effect of

Y

operator, taking the place of

is the

cr

use

is the leakance

('^)

to

Y

=

p-^2 (-,-^>
+

The first term is the effective

leakance, and

permittance per unit length.
developed formulse (16), (17), (19)

•

•

(24)

the coefficient o( p

is the effective

In the
we

must

give

K and S the values

to

(22),

therefore
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suit the

of inductive

case

leakage,

whilst R and L remain

inductance per unit
be
examined through a
aolutions
should
The
length
wide range ot frequency in order to arrive at a good know
ledge ot how the circuit would behave to telephonic currents,
as

before,

the effective

resiatance and

of line.

It ia, of course, necessary
with different values ot A and p.
so small as to produce too great a loss in

that p should not be
transit.
is

Notice that A and p are immensely big when the unit length
a centimetre.
Remember that m equal 6oils in parallel

behave like one coil ot one w"" the resistance and inductance
ot the individual coils.
Thus, when ten shunts at the rate of
one per kilometre take the place of one shunt per ten kilo

metres, each of the
inductance of the

ten

should have ten times the resistance and
This leads to

one.

we

do

physically

monstrous

done above, and make the action
uniform, as it implies infinitely large inductance of an infinitely
small section of the leakance. But that need not cause any
alarm when we are employing the ideal case for calculating
results when

as was

purposes. What is more important is that
be set to the multiplication ot the shunts.
At the

particular frequency making the

a

stop would

effective

soon

permittance

vanish, the solution may be obtained simply from the funda
mental formulse, since Y reduces to a constant, viz., the value
ot K in (25), S being zero ; and only the rationalisation of Z
has to be attended to.
Z is also constant,

It, further,

viz., R,

we assume

and the solutions

V

=

that L

are

£--™*Vo

=

0, then

simply
(26)

^=(iy^

<2^)

These represent a very remarkable state of affairs throughout
the cable. But it is thoroughly deceptive, because even if the
inductance of the line were quite unimportant under normal

conditions, the effective cancellation of the permittance would
make it important under the present circumstances ; that is, L
cannot be neglected.
Including it, when S 0, the value of P
=

reduces to
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and the current

amplitude, according
(C)'
^

in

which,

=

to

(21),

P^'~'"'^
{p' ^■ X'n'f{B,:' ^h'ri'f

of course, p and An

becomes
•

•

■

(--><:))
^ •'I

not

independent, having a
by
vaniahing of S in (25). By
giving a auitable value to cr, for instance, \ microfarad per
kilometre (which is a suitable unit ot length to employ), and
also fixing the frequency, we may readily apply tho formula: to

relation fixed between them

are

the

estimate the attenuation with different values ot the insulation
resistance

or

its

equivalent.

APPENDIX B.
A GRAVITATIONAL AND ELECTR0M.4.GNET1C

ANALOGY.
Part I.
the flux ot gravitational
any notion at all of
In this respect it
wc must first localise the energy.
cuergy,
in
the
cookery book. Whether
resembles the legendary hare
one is a matter for
useful
a
be
to
out
turn
the notion will

To form

there ia a well-known
subsequent discovery. For this, also,
analogy.
gastronomical
manner in which Max
Now, bearing in mind the successful
and
electric
of
energy in his ether
magnetic
well's localisation
is very
lends itself to theoretical reasoning, the suggestion

natural that we ahould attempt to localise gravitational energy
to depend upon the square ot
in a similar manner, ita density
because the law of the
the
ot
force,
especially
the intensity
inverse squares ia involved throughout.
be

to
occupied by
Certain portions ot space are aupposed
Further
to be invariable.
is
amount
its
aupposed
matter, and
to have personal identity, so that the posi
assumed
is
it
more,
matter are definite, at
motion ot a definite particle ot
tion
Matter is recogfixed
assumed
an
space.
rate relative to

Ind

any
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it tends to persist in
the motion
and
the state ot motion it possesses ;
any change in
measure
the
which
of
of
action
proper
the
is ascribed to
force,
the rate of change of quantity of motion, or

nised

the

by

property of inertia, whereby

is, therefore,
momentum.

Let p be the density of matter, and
or the force per unit matter, then
r

=

e

the

intensity

ot force,

(1)

ep

in
p, which has its equivalent
expresses the moving
There are so many forces nowa
increase ot the momentum.
ot a
nature, that perhaps the expression
force

days
moving

on

generalised

"
it
may be permitted for distinctness, although
tabooed.
afterwards
and
abused
been
formerly
may have
Now the force F, or the intensity e, may have many origins,
one we are concerned with here is the gravitational
but the

"

force

only

depend solely upon the distribution of
the matter, independently of other circumstances, and its opera
tion is concisely expressed by Newton's law, that there ia a
mutual attraction between any two particles of matter, which
varies as the product of their masses and inversely as the
Let e now be the intensity of gravi
square of their distance.

force.

This appears to

tational force, and F the resultant moving
Then e s the space-variation ot a
matter.
e

and the

potential

force, due

to all the

potential,

say,

(2)

VP,

=

is found froni the distribution of matter

by-*

P=pot^=2_P-,
47rcr
c

This implies that the speed ot propa
where c is a constant.
gation of the gravitative influence is infinitely great.f
Now when matter is allowed to fall

together from any con
the
work
done
closer
one,
by the gravitational
figuration
forcive is expressed by the increase made in the quantity
SJPp, This is identically the same as the quantity S^ce^
to

summed
*

See

a

through

§ 133,
density

t The

p=:convce.
the lines oi

is

all space.

expressed

Thi.^ is also the
e are

It,

slighLly

in

case

shifted.

tor

example,

terms

of

the

the matter be

given

intensity of force by
analogy later, when

in the extended
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initially

in

state ot

fine division, infinitely widely
by the gravitational forcive in
other configuration is 2^Pp or Sice^, which
exhaustion of potential energy."-*
expresses the
a

separated, then
passing to any
therefore

infinitely

the work done
"

We may therefore

assume that
Jce^ expresses the exhaustion ot
The equiva
per unit volume of the medium.
lent of the exhaustion ot potential energy is, ot course, the gain
ot kinetic energy, it no other forces have been in action.

potential energy

We can now express the fiux of energy.
We may compare
the present problem with that ot the motion ot electrification.
If moved about slowly in a dielectric, the electric force is

Nevertheless, the flux
appreciably the static distribution.
of energy depends upon the magnetic force as well.
It may,
indeed, be represented in another way, without introducing the
magnetic force, but then the formula would not be sufficiently
comprehensive to suit other cases. Now what is there analo
And it it
gous to magnetic force in the gravitational case 1
have its analogue, what is there to correspond with electric
current ?
At first glance it might seem that the whole of the
side
of electromagnetism was absent in the gravita
magnetic
tional analogy.
But this is not true.
Thus, if u is the velocity of p. then pu is the density ot a
current (or flux) of matter.
It is analogous to a convective

Also, when the

current of electrification.

matter p enters any

boundary, there is a simultaneous conver
gence of gravitational force into that region proportional to p.
This is expressed by saying that iff

region through

its

(4)

C=pu-ce,
then C is

a

It is the

circuital flux.

analogue

ot Maxwell's true

current; for although Maxwell did not include the convective
term pu, yet it would be against his principles to ignore it.
Being a circuital flux, it is the curl ot a vector, say
curl h
This defines h

except

as

trary, and may be made
*

"

Thomson and

t Observe that
-oe

of

Tait,"

it io

displacement

-

pu

regards
zero.

Vol.
e

=

its

which is arbi

divergence,
analogue

Then h ia the

of mag-

I., Part 11., § 549.

that is the

current.

(5)

ce

-

.inalogue

of electric

force, and
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netic

force, for

magnetic

it bears the

relation to flux of matter
We have-*

same

(6)

h==curlpotC,
=

it A
we

=

pot C.

may

curl A,

But, since instantaneous action

equally

involved,

=

(7)

pot pu,

Thus, whilst the ordinary potential

and its curl will be h.

potential

is here

well take
A

ia the

as

force does to convective current.

of the matter, the

new

potential

P

A is that of

ita flux.

Now if

we

multiply (5) by
e

or, which ia the

curl h

=

|ce^.

energy, so
sents the

-

we

epu

obtain
ece,

(8)

Fu-U,

(9)

-

same,t
conv

if U

=

e,

Veh

=

But U represents the rate of exhaustion ot potential
U represents its rate of increase, whilst Fu repre

activity of the force on p, increasing its kinetic
energy. Consequently, the vector Veh expresses the flux of
gravitational energy. More strictly, any circuital flux what
This Veh is analogous to the electromag
ever may be added.
But there is a
netic VEH found by Poynting and myself J;
reversal of direction. Thus, comparing a single moving particle
of matter with a similarly-moving electric charge, describe a
sphere round each. Let the direction ot motion be the axis,
Then in the
the positive pole being at the forward end.
electrical case the magnetic force follows the lines ot latitude
with positive rotation about the axis, and the flux of energy
coincides with the lines of longitude from the negative pole to
the positive. But in the gravitational case, although h still
follows the lines ot latitude positively, yet since the radial e is
directed to instead of from the centre, the flux of energy is
along the lines of longitude from the positive pole to the
♦

Sec § 134, page 208.
t By the transformation
t &e § 70, equation (13).

(178), § 132.
Take o,, = 0 = li«.

GRAVITATIOXAL

Thia reversal arises trom all matter

negative.

attractive, whereas like electrifications repel
The

now aa

influence

can

medium,

we

it

as

action,

at

single

finite

for this J is the

speed,

0

=

alao

propagated

that

(11)

e,

=

V div
we

curP,

-

have

-i;2curPe
we

e

general characteristic of undisaipated propagation
Now,||

in space free from matter

But

a

(10)
in ether is

gravitational
speed v. This requires

V^
80

=

force

v-'V^B

at finite

and, granting

which in vol vest

assert that the
a

medium ;

a

well consider that it propagates in time,
fast.
Suppose, then, instead of instanta

curie
we

alike and

another.

It ia
may be pushed further.
in Newton's time-* that gravitative

was

be exerted without

may

although immensely
neous

being

one

electromagnetic analogy

incredible

as
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=

e,

.

.

.

.

.

(12)

have, by (5),
-curlh

=

(13)

ce,

This gives a second value to e, when
away from matter.
differentiate (13) to tho time, say
g=

-icurih

we

(14)

c

So, by (12) and (14), and remembering that
chosen h circuital, we derive
cij2curle
■*

To Newton

t This

h

have

already
(15)

as shown in his often-quoted letter to Bentley.
equivaleat to (2) above, and it implies that the
exMcdy dependent ou the configuration of the

himself,

equation

gravitational

=

we

is

force is

matter.
at a given place and
J As shown by Poisson, the value of a quantity
on the state of
time, when controlled by this equation, depends solely
That is, disturbances travel at
t earlier.
things at distance vt and time
to understand this property through
speed V, But it is much simpler

plane

waves.

Si-e

(193), § 132.
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it /A is

a new

constant, such that

pcv^
then

=

l,

(16)

......

may be written in the form

(15)

(17)

curle=/;th
To

sum

up, the first circuital law
curlh

=

(5),

or

pu-ce,

....

{5)

his.

namely (17), it we introduce the hypo
speed.-* This, of course, might
propagation
be inferred from the electromagnetic case.
In order that the speed v should be not less than any value
that may be settled upon as the least possible, \/e have merely
The equation of
to make p be of the necessary smallness.
instead
of
(9),t
activity becomes,
conv Veh- Fu- if- f
(18)
leads to

a

second one,

at finite

thesis ot

it T

=

|/ih-.

The

quantity points

negative sign before

the time-increase of this

to exhaustion of energy,

as

before.

It so,

we

should still represent the flux ot energy by Veh.
But, ot
T
is
an
almost
is
when
small
course,
vanishing quantity
p

enough, or v big enough. Note that h is not a negligible
quantity, though the product ph. is. Thus results will be
sensibly as in the common theory of instantaneous action,
although expressed in terms of wave-propagation. Results
showing signs ot wave-propagation would require an inordi
nately large velocity of matter through the ether. It may be
worth while to point out that the lines of gravitational force
connected with a particle of matter will no longer converge to
it uniformly from all directions when the velocity v is finite, but
will show a tendency to lateral concentration, though only to a
sensible extent when the
sensible fraction of

velocity

of the matter is not

an

in

v.

The gravitational-electromagnetic analogy may be further
extended if we allo-sv that the ether which supports and
pro
pagates the gravitational influence can have a translational J
■*

These

t

This is

equations are analogous
analogous to (12), § 70,

a

special

(4)

with the

t This does not exclude rotational
effect in

and

(5), § 35.
impressed forces made zero.
motion, which is, in fact, a differential

to

kind of translational motiou.
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motion ot its own, thus carrying about and distorting the lines
of force.
Making allowance for thia convection ot e by tbe

with the concomitant convection of

medium,

turn the circuital laws

(17), (18)

curi(e-f/iV(ih)
curl

(h

-f

h, requires

us

to

to
=

cVeq)

=

^h,
pu

.

-

ce,

.

,

.

,

(19)

,

.

(20)

where q is the velocity of the medium itself.*
It is needless to go into detail, because the matter may be
regarded as a special and simplified case of my investigation ot
the forces in the

electromagnetic field, with changed meanings
It ia sufficient to point out that the stress in
the field now becomes prominent as a working agent.
It ia of
two sorts, one depending upon e and the other upon h, analo
gous to the electric and magnetic stresses. The oue depending
The other consists ot a
upon h is, of course, insignificant.
ot the

symbola.

pressure parallel to e combined with a lateral tension all round
it, both of magnitude Jee^. Thia was equivalently suggested
by Maxwell. Thua two bodies which appear to attract are

pushed together.

The

between

them,

case

ot two

large parallel

material

marked manner, for e ia very small
and relatively large on their further sides.

exhibits thia in

planes

a

analogy, though interesting in its way, and
emphasise the non necessity of the assumption ot

But the above

serving

to

inatantaneous

enlighten

ua

or direct action ot matter upon matter, does uot
in the least about the ultimate nature ot gravi

tational energy. It aervea, in tact, to further illustrate the
myatery. For it muBt be confessed that the exhaustion of
potential energy from a universal medium is a very unintelligi

mysterious matter. When matter ia infinitely widely
aeparated, and the torcea are leaat, the potential energy is at its
most exhausted, the
greatest, and when the potential energy is
ble and

forces

are

most

Now there ia

similarity
are

ot

energetic I
a magnetic problem

behaviour, viz., when

allowed to attract

initial state be

one

one

of

another.

infinitely

in which

we

have

a

kind of

currents in material circuits

for completeness, the
separation of infinitely

Let,
wide

•
The additional terms are analogous to the motional electric and mag
netic forces of §44 and § 66, kc See aiso {d), § 132,
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filamentary currents in closed circuits. Then, on con
centration to any other state, the work done by the attractive
forces is represented by '2^pR^, where p, is the inductivity
and H the magnetic force.
This has ita equivalent in the
small

to be so
energy ot motion of the circuits, or may be imagined
and
over
like.
if
we
else
wasted by friction,
But,
converted, or
above this energy, the same amount, SJ/iH^, represents the
in work.
energy of the magnetic field, which can be got out of it
It was zero at the beginning.
Now, as Lord Kelvin showed,
this double work is accounted for by extra work in the batteries

other sources required to maintain the currents constant.
have
omitted reference to the waste ot energy due to elec
(I
trical resistance, to avoid complications.) In the gravitational
or

case

partial analogy, but the matter is all along
incapable of variation, and uot to require any
If we asserted that
energy to keep it constant.

there is

a

assumed to be

supply of
^ce' was stored

energy, then its double would be the work done
per unit volume by letting bodies attract from infinity, with
But it is merely the exhaustion of
out any apparent source.
energy of unknown amount and distribution,-*
Potential energy, when regarded merely as expressive of the
work that can be done by forces depending upon configuration,

potential

It is little more than a
does not admit ot much argument.
It
mathematical idea, for there is scarcely any physics in it.
explains nothing. But in the consideration ot physics in

general,

it is

scarcely possible

to avoid the idea that

potential

energy should be capable ot localisation equally as well aa
That the potential energy may be itself ultimately
kinetic.
kinetic is a separate question. Perhaps the best definition of
the former is contained in these words

:

Potential energy is

—

But, however this
energy that is not known to be kinetic.
be, there is a practical distinction between them whioh it is
found useful to carry out. Now, when energy can be distinctly
localised, its flux can also be traced (subject to circuital inde

terminateness, however).

Also, this

working idea when action at
though the speed of transmission
useful

*

It would appear that

energy.

we

a

flux of energy forms a
distance is denied (even

be

infinitely great,

or

be

must go to the ether to find the source of .all
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assumed to be

so). Any distinct and practical localisation ot
energy is therefore a useful step, wholly apart from the
debatable question of the identity ot energy advocated by
Prof

Lodge.

From thia

point

of

view, then,

ought

we

to

localise

gravita

tional energy as a preliminary to a better understanding ot
that mysterious agency.
It cannot be said that the theory of
the

potential energy of gravitation exhausts the subject. The
gravitational energy in the form above given is, per
haps, somewhat more distinct, since it considers the flux only
and the changes in the amount localised, without any state
ment of the groas amount.
Perhaps the above analogy may be
useful, and suggest something better.
flux of

Part II.

In the

partly assumed a knowledge on the part
theory of convective currents of electrifi
cation* ("Electrical Papers," Vol. II. p. 495 and after), and only
very briefly mentioned the modified law ot the inverse squares
foregoing

I

of the reader of my

,

which is
ot force.

involved, viz.,

with

lateral concentration ot the lines

a

The remarks ot the

gravitational aberration,

lead

Editor! aud of Prof. Lodge];

me

to

point

out

now some

consequences of the modified law which arises when
that the ether is the working agent in gravitational

on

of the

we assume

effects,

and

propagates disturbances at speed v in the manner sup
posed in Part I. There is, so tar as 1 can see at present, no
aberrational effect, but only a alight alteration in the intensity
that it

ot force in different directions round
as an

a

moving body

considered

attractor.

Thua, take the caae ot a big Sun and small Earth, ot masses
E, at distance r apart. Let / be the unmodified force
ot S on E, thua
S and

uaing rational

units in order to harmonise with the eleotro-

ma"-netic laws when

rationally expressed.

Alao,

See also §§ 52 to 62, and §§ 163, 4.
t The Electrician, July 14, p. 277, and July 28, p. 340.
X The Electrician, July 28, p. 347.
•

let F be the
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modified force when the Sun is in motion at
the ether.

where

s

speed

through

u

Then*

^^1^

F=/x
•^

r
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ia the amall

(1

-

quantity u''/v'',

and the line of motion.

("

(2)

sin26l)3

s

angle between
Papers," Vol, II,, pp,

and 0 is the

Electrical

495, 499),
Therefore, if the Sun is at rest, there is no disturbance of the
Newtonian law, because its " field ot force is stationary. But
it it has a motion through space, there is a slight weakening ot
the force in the line ot motion, and a slight strengthening
"

The direction is still radial.

equatorially.

effect, let

To show the size ot the
M

=

^

=

3

10'' centim. per

X

3x10"

„

sec,

"•}...

This value of u is not very different from the
buted to fast stars, and the value ot v is the speed of
So we have
u'
\
'

(3).

speed attri
light itself.
,.\

^*^

=

^=10-a

i.e., one-miUionth. All perturbing forces of the first order are,
therefore, ot the order of magnitude of only one-millionth of
the full force, even when the speed of propagation is as small
as

that ot

light.
simplest case is when the common motion ot the Sun
Earth is perpendicular to the plane of the orbit. Then

The

and
0

=

^Tr

all round the orbit, and
.

showing

an

F=/(l+H

increase in the force ot attraction of S

two-millionth part, without alteration of direction
in the orbit. +

(5)
on
or

E of

one

variation

*
This is the case of steady motion. There is no simple formula when
the motion is unsteady. Equation (2), above, is immediately derivjible
from equation (40), § 163.

Lodge tells me that our own particular Sun is considered to
only 10'9 miles per second. This is stupendously slow. The size of
s is reduced to about 1/360 part of that in the text, and the same applies
to the corrections depending upon it.
t

But Prof.

move
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But when the
their

attraction

goea

common

plane, 0 varies from

when

a revolution, so that the
E, whilst towarda the Sun's centre always, under-

on

variation from

periodic

a

^=0,

when ^

=

motion ot the Sun and Earth is in
0 to 27r in

The extreme variation

|jr.

(6)

F=/(l-s)
F=/(1-f|s),

to

ing to the data used.
shape ot the orbit.

(7)

is, therefore, ?,sf, accord

The result is

a

slight change

in the

But, to be consistent, having made v finite by certain supposi
tions, we should carry out the consequences more fully, and allow
not merely for the change in the Newtonian law, aa above, but
tor the force

brought in by the finitenesa ot v which ia analogous
electromagnetic force." Thia ia very small truly, but
so ia the above change in the Newtonian law, and aince they
are ot the same order ot
magnitude, we should alao count the
auxiliary force. Call it O. Then*
to

the

"

G

where F is
Earth

before,

as

the

(not

Qi, Uj, and Tj

in

aame

are

=

aa

Fx?^xVq,VriUi
v'
(2) above, q
u), and in

unit vectors drawn

(8)

is the actual

apeed

of the

the third vectorial

factor,

parallel

to

the direction of

the Earth's

motion, ot the Sun's motion, and from the Sun

the Earth.

We

see

at

once

that the order of

magnitude
from/, before con
same order, at least
numerical factor, which

greater than that ot the departure ot
sidered, because u and q will be of the
be

when

M

cannot

The

is

As tor x, it is

big.

exceed 1, and is

simplest

pendicular

case

simply a
probably -j.

but
'

F

is when the motion of the Sun is per
Then

to the orbit ot the Earth.

G

gives

to

cannot

the tensor

outwards,

so

or

=

Fxa;s

size of the

(9)

auxiliary force.

thatthe result ia

merely

It is

radial,

to reduce the size of

See § 46, equation (9), and §§82 and 85. To apply to the present case,
"
"
have to note that G is the electromagnetic force of the Sun's mag
"

we

netic induction on the Earth's "electric current," or rather, the analogue
thereof ; and also that the direction must be reversed, just as the ordinary
"

"

electric force

"

is taken reversed,
HH
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previous correction, viz,,

the difference of F from

/

in the

motional circumstancea.

same

But when the line of motion of the Sun is in the plane of
the orbit, the case is much more complicated. The force G is
neither constant (tor the same distance) nor radial, except in
four positions, viz,, two in the line ot motion of the Sun, when
the auxiliary force vanishes, and two when 6= ±i''', when it is
But this force is still in the plane of the orbit, which

greatest.

important thing, and is, moreover, periodic, so that the
tangential component is as much one way as the other in a
period.
is

an

All

we

need

considerations,
the force of

expect, then,
small

are

gravity

so

far

as

I

perturbations

in different

can see

from the above

due to the variation of

directions, and

to the

auxiliary

Of course, there will be numerous minor perturbations.*
It variations of the force ot the size considered above are too
small to lead to observable perturbations of motion, then the

force.

striking conclusion is that the speed of gravity may even be the
It they are observable, then, it existent,
same as that of light.
it non-existent then the speed ot
turn
but
should
up,
they
gravity ahould be greater. Furthermore, it is to be observed
that there may be other ways ot
ot gravity.

But I

am

mindful of the

good

old

adage about

the shoemaker

therefore, reluctant to make any more
remarks about perturbations. The question of the ether in its
gravitational aspect must be faced, however, and solved sooner
or later, it it be possible.
Perhaps, therefore, my suggestion
and his

last, and

expressing the propagation

may not be
*

wholly

am,

useless.

The solution for

steady rectilinear motion has been employed. The
thereof is the smallness of tt/f and the large periodic time.
allow for the small curvature of path of an attracting body, we shall

justification
If

we

introduce corrections of the second order of small quantities.
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